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uoioneis" ivieei Presidents and Bears Battle
on Slippery Field at PasafTheir First Setback of the
dena; About 40,000 PerSeason in Clash With
sons See Game.
Longhorns at Dallas.

raying

(By The Asuoilnled PrM.)
alias, Tex., Jan. 2. lexas

a.

M. college today did the undefeated the Centre
and
tcted
team, 22 to 14. It
d
Centre's only defeat this
tho second time an op
ing; team had scored against the
tre men this fall and winter,
ho Texans had the lead from
first period when a Centre man
flnwnpd hack of his own goal.
the second period Centre was
lin six inches or scoring out
las held the score to i to u
tho first two periods.
entre started the third period
a rush and scored a touch-n- .
Texas retaliated jy two
thdowns and repeated in the
sea-an-

Texans Buttled Hard.
enerally predicted to lose by at
It twenty points, ine Texans bat- ot the iour
every minute
nuous periods and at times dis- red a drive and determination
swept the colonels on meir
They presented a defense
was well nigh impregnable,
o on the offense they uncovered
kv

and versatile attacks that

DOORS OF WHITE

Mrs. Lincoln's Home Is to Be
Preserved as Memorial to Her

PUBLIC

AT NEW

YEAR RECEPTION

1

(By The Asuoclnted TrMf.)

Tournament
Park, Pasadena,
Jan. 2. California and Washingbattled to a
ton and Jefferson
scoreless tie on a muddy, slippery
field in the annual east vs. west
The
football game here today.
strength of the easterners surprised
the Californlans, who were unable
to pierce th& Presidents' defense
with their
plays artd for
ward passes. Approximately 4 0,000
people witnessed the game
II n nl loimht Ha If.
The game was a hard fought
even battle all the way, although
tho muddy field made fast work
and accurate passing and punting
Impossible. Tho educated toe of
Archie Nishet, California full back,
away from the
kept the Presidents time
and again.
Hear goal line
Brenkert,
Nisbet out kicked
a W. nnd .1. punier', repeatedly.
California had a close call in the
Brenkert
first quarter when
dodged the Bear tacklers and after
run planted ' the ball
a
The
the westerners'
goal.
score was not allowed, however, ns
'PresiRussell
the
Stein,
Captain
tackle, was off
dent's
sido when the play started.
Both teams drove close to scores
in tho last period. Twice W. and
J. had the ball within the Bears'
line and twice Stein tried
One
in vain to scorn on a kick.
attempt was a drop kick and
grounded and tho other a place
kick, was blocked. In the same
period, on a W. nnd J. punt which
had slipped, California had the
line.
ball on the easterners'
The Bears tried a forward pass,
Erickson
was
and
fumbled
but it
punted to safety.
Mullcr Is Foiled.
"Brick" Muller, California's
end, went Into the game
after it started, but evidently the
easterners had ieen told to watch
him, for he was unable to get
away with any of his famed forward passes. On his first attempt
at an end run five W. and J.
tacklers downed him.
Until todays same the Bears
havo had little trouble tnis season
lines.
in piercing their opponents
nnd when they ran into tho strong
W. and J. defei.se they were baffled. In tho first half they made
first downs twice but failed to
make any in the second half. The
Presidents made first downs six
times.
No rain fell during the game, al- -

lili

President and Wife Shake
Hands With 6,500 Persons, a Feat From Which
They Show Signs of Strain
SPECIAL ATTENTION
IS GIVEN CHILDREN
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Function Marks the First of
Its Kind for Nine Years;
Callers Represent All Stations in Life.

1

(By The Aimorlntrd

ITr"

)

Washington, Jan. 2. President
and Mrs. Harding threw the Whit
House open to the public today for
the first new year's reception
The
held thero for nine years.
number responding to the general
invitation was estimated at 0.500,
many of whom stood for hours in
mova biting wind and In a slowly
extend-fo- r
ing column ot fours which
blocks.
The president and Mrs. namphysiing shook hanc'T with all, ashowed
cal feat from which they
more than a few signs ot strain at
4 o'clock when the last person had
passed.
The official section was rerelved
from 11 to 1 o'clock, nnd there
wero approximately 2,000 partici
eaoi-ne- t,
pating in It, headed, ty tne memthe diplomatic corps,
bers of congress, army and navy
officials of
officers and higher
the Kovernment. The brilliant uniforms nnd gala dress kept the big
state rooms full of color while the
driveways wero Jammed with were
The numbers
swelled by the delegates nnd attendants upon the arms conference, all resplendent in orders and
decorations.
(Jntcs Am Swung Inck.
Gates of the White House enclosure were swung back at 2
o'clock for the public, and led by
the Inevitable small boy, tho head
of the Ions column swept forward
mato the entrance. A
rine orchestra, divided in two sections so that by alternating continuous music could be maintained,
began Its program. Tho big doors
were propped bark and for two
hours the moving mass moved
it.i
through the massive entrance, the
Individual units Jigging under
music
of
tho
stimulus
combined
and the cold.
Secret service men, ushers and
gold corded military aides cut the
quadruplo lino down to single file,
once It was within the entrnnce.
Under the Insistent instructions of
"keep your hands in sight," many
developed a tendency to put both
hands out in front abovo tho waist
line, and hold them there,
police meanwhilo combed
the column outsido for cameras,
relentlessly relieving their bearers
or taking the boxes away for

the Centre men at sea. Even
Mrs. Mary Todd Lincoln, and her Lexington home as it looks today.
players like "Bo'1 Me- lin and Red Roberts were at
2.
Jan.
Vs mystified.
(Special) first saw the light of day havo been relies of tho Todd and Lincoln famIjexington, Ky.,
for the nation us a sacred ilies now in the possession of rela"ie Texans took the lead within
The old home of Mary Todd Lin- acquired
shrine at the cost of more than tives of Mrs. Lincoln and other
e minutes or play when Bart- -'
coln, at 674 West Main street, this $1,000,000, the part that Mrs. Lin families now living in this
i of Centre, was downed behind
city ando
city, where she lived from early coln had in preserving the nation vicinity, and it is planned to
.
(own gcal line by Wilson, of the
these and place them in the
childhood until her marriago to the has not been generally recognized,
: (ries. thus counting
a safety.
the house in which she was home, which would be under the
the third period with
martyred president, Abraham Lin- and
administration
of one of tho local
been
born
has
Snterlng
part
destroyed,
only
2 to 0 against them
coln, will be purchased as a mem- of the old foundation
as historical societies,
If they had been twice halted in
orial to her and used as a museum the basis for another remaining
601
heme at
Lincoln Sold It In 1S50.
lihadow of tho goal in the second
for tho exhibition and preservation West Short Btreet, Lexington.
There is now a deed on record in
. fyid, the Colonels, favored by nn
on
1
of
a
An
obtained
if
has
been
of
tho
Lincoln
option
relics,
plans
Fayette county clerk's offico
lie fumble, on which Tanner re
group of public spirited Lexington the property, and several civic and hero, showing that on June IS,
buck
ared, combined with n linetouchare
clubs
historical
here
become
have
IS.'!., Abraham
Lincoln and his
citizens, recently unnounced,
Fnoddv. scored their first
interested in the purchase, either wife, Alary Todd Lincoln, and others
realized.
rn. Roberts kicked goal.
nationa
or
local
where
Todd
Mary
eld
the
The
by
subscription
home,
conveyed
Tn
property to Benjamin
Not T,ons
tho Lend.
Todd lived as a girl and was courted wide appeal, such as was made for V. Edge to settle the estate of Roblut Centre was not long In tho
birthnow
ia
Lincoln
to
funds
the
S.
ert
Abraham
Lincoln,
buy
later by
Todd, deceased. Robert Todd
Shortly after the klckoff.
occupied as a boarding house for place. Several of the civic clubs of bought the property May IT, IS!!:;,
ller made a, pass to Evans, who
railroad employes and a soft drink Lexington, among them the Rotary, from William 1'iilmateer, and it was
led thirty yards to a touchdown.
stand. It h:is been recently thrown Kiwanis, Lion, Pyramid and Opti- conveyed to tho present ewner,
(Mlllan substituting for Morris.
on tho market, and the site is being mist clubs, havo recently adopted T. N. Arthur, June ;:0. 1D20. bv
B;cd goal, making the score 9 to
h favor of the Texans.
sought for business purposes by lesolutions favoring tho purchase John Cund, former president of the
uie conversion ul iuu iiomu uuu Lexington lirewlng company, wno
pel.sons wno wiah t tear down the umu
Touolirtown H AVi'son.
nouse Tne pr. perty is owned by a historic shrino and museum, ana acquired it .several veari nan
n the third neriod, with the ball
Is being made to have tho
an
tho
soft
of
effort
X.
T.
Plans for the ceremonies attendArthur, proprietor
Centre's
line, Wilson
John Brail lord Historical society ing the dedication, if tho home is
Urink stand.
- Jeled right end for another A.
for
movement
excellent
In
an
here
the
is
sponsor
Tho building
purchased nnd convened Into nn
Af. touchdown
and McMillan
state ot preservation, and the pic- raising the necessary funds for the Historical sinine, would include, nc- fin kicked goal. The final period
The
interior
the
of
actiuisltlon
of
the
niiaintness
property.
turesque
cording to those behird tho move
messed the Inst Texas counter
has not been effaced by several par owner asks J14.000, according to mont. on invitation tn Robert T.
len "Ho" McJTillin. after being
estiis
it
the
and
tho
titions Instated by
d
present
option just taken,
(Lincoln, son of the
Ikied behind the line, made a
that it would cost from dent, nnd Mrs. Ben martyred
owner, but Tieh muy be. easily reHardin Helm,
kid pass. Winn intercepted for
where
restore
to
to
rooms,
historic
moved.
Tho
$6,000
andRHter
$10,000
of
is
Mrs.
now
who
Lincoln,
nnland M. and raced 40 yardH to
40,000
a resident of this county, and who
people were Ujary Todd rrent her happy child equip It.
ler score. The try at goal fallen. proximately
no change.
undergona
hood, havo
Inquiry hns developed the factihns in her possession many valu-thThe Colonels exhibited their last present.
T (lift nn Bni4 aum mn
1 .n
T
i . t .. .....
ioil
i
s.
thero Is considerable fnrnit lire able relics of the
which
.VCA-X, VhU
iJh. rrH.ir.M Lincoln furm owned hy the I.'ncoV.is while they sho ha sLmhird hVr willingness to
cabin
Kool
and
tho
White
the
.'.V.....
In
le...
House, pictures. r!nre
t Hodgenville. Ky..
occupied
tho proposed memorial
to Coving- r,erkrjr
ward pass.
and other building.
IvonvolinUa n which tho martyred president i letters,
manuscripts
to Snoddy. followed by Roberts Barnes
Neal
Clark
lg
kl kick brought their score up to
Crook
Latham (Capt)..c
. .r g. .
Vinco
Cramner
MUMMERS' PARADE AT
fled Roberts.
end, McMillan
. Widerquist
, . .r t. .
"Bo" McMillln, famous ijunrSANTA FE PROVES TO
.Stein
Stephens
(Cnpti
under
plnying his last game
. . .q. .
West
BE A BIG SUCCESS
eyes of his bride of a few Erb
.
.
h
,
.1
Erlcksnn
h.
lu-were targets for the Aeeie Toomey
. Brenkert
...
h
Nichols
r
b
McMil-falled
On one .occasion
ense.
1
Baslsta
f b.
LE
to gain six inches neces- - Nisbet
Santa Fe, Jan. 2. .Men, women
Score by periods:
the
touchdown
for
a
IW and children
through
II
fy
IU I
from every w.ilk ot
0 0 0
California
Cosmopolitan Crowd.
life,
including several tribes of
0 0 0
The presidential party trtood In
When A. and M. registered its W. and J
first
Americans
represented
Substitutes:
blue room. Just out of
ctv in the opening minutes or
in many forms In the first
IS- - CALLED OFF the oval of
California Muller for Berkey,
the orchestra, and tho
hearing
ly. Centre was thrown on the de- -- Schuur
Mummers' parade
the
staged
by
for
for
Morrison
Clark:
soavisitors
passed at the rate of, 30
slve for the first time this
Fe
Santa
club.
dusk
at
Arts
Just
to 40
minute. This speed was
Nisbet; Dunn for Nichols; Dean for
this evening Jose D. Sena, clerk of
through the Insistent pres- - the
of Milwaukeean
, was
jpproximately 12,000 persons Barnes.
Pursupremo
court,
He
Was
king
How
of
e
Referee
Varnell, Chicago.
Story , ,
Develops a isure or aides and attaches, nnu
llched the game. Tho weather
.
iu ('Hi trtri a UL lilt? JVIUU13
iiiii
Field
and Mrs. Harding
the
Thorpe, Columbia.
Is good so far ns temperature
111
1917
trundled
wheelbarrows
SUeO
carry
Lame
AgentSlclub
Shoulder; Probably rose president
to the occasion, meeting the
forward Judge Eckerjall, Chicago. Head
it but a wind made
wno
uamueaux.
ncici
noys
young
ing
Huebel. Michigan.
Has Just The Fcur Horsemen of the Apocalyof Kerensky
Due to Catching Cold, physical test without flagging.
: ises and punts difficult to handle. Linesman
Time of periods:
15 minutes
The crowd was cosmopolitan, reppse were led by a figure in white
Told.
Been
each.
Officially
Announce.
resentative of many races and naI
Physicians
while other white rolled figures beMEN CONVICTED,
of
First period: Washington
Tho
and
tionalities.
children,
burros.
strode
of
the
Two
three
whom thero were many, were given
SENTENCED TO DEATH; Jefferson found holes in the Cali(n? The Amorlnltd rre.) As- brass bands were composed of In(By The Anchi(-Prrwi.)
2
defense
fornia
after the bears'
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 1. With special attention.
(by the
Riga. Latvia, Jan.
dians. Spectators were packed on
; .GRANTED A NEW TRIAL klckoff and by plunges through sociated
the president
"Hello, dearie,"
Press.) A story telling both sides of the four streets around every seat sold and a $41,000 gate
assured
tho scheduled
center, right tackle and around left
said to one tot who was passing
the
Russian
the
plaza.
Nikolai
Lenine,
how
(By The Associated Prcu.)
contest
end, advanced the ball from their
between on a paternal shoulder.
championship
Governor Meehem, former
Kew Orleans, La., Jan. 2. The
bolshevik premier, hid in a hayline to the California
and
The next moment the flickering
Benny
Judge Lorin Collins Champion
Lisiana supreme court today re- On a punt formation stack in a swamp near Petrograd nnd Dr.Prince,
lino.
was line disclosed four small neerocs
of
Mitchell,
Pinkey
Milwaukee,
the
Massle
formed
James
sed the verdict of the Tangipacalled off today because Mitchell marshaled ahead of their mother.
Brenkert eluded the California In July, 1017, and from that head- bonrd of Judges.
K district court in which six men
team and planted the ball behind
The
directed communis', ac"Why, look who's here," tho
The Mummers' parade ' will be developed a lame shoulder.
quarters
re convicted for the murder of the goal posts
announcement
was not made until president exclaimed as he bent
was
called
but it
the Russian capital while made the ancient capital's annual
lias Calmes, of Independence, back and the Presidents were ruled tivities in
Leonard
had
aidbefore
the
over
and smiled into tho flashing
appeared
midwinter event.
agents of Premier Kerenskv, 1
and sentenced to death. A off side. On tho California
state athletic, commission to weigh teeth nnd rolling eyeballs. "How
for
by police dogs, search" told.
tv trial was granted.
in
sevtoo
came
and
line Toomey intercepted a W. and ed
it
late to stop
are you youngsters?"
PLAYING NATIONAL
I'he six men are Rea Lamantla, J. forward pass and ran It back 34 him, has Just been officially
eral hundred visitors from nearby
Mrs. Harding Smiles.
Lenine finally escaped to Finland
jy Leona, Joseph Rini, Nick LYa- - yards, but California was
e
cities
from
here.
Mrs. Harding smiled and added
coming
nnd
a
locomotive
ot
ANTHEM SAVES PRO
as a firemar.
to
was
Leonard
137 H a pleasant word here and there
down
Joseph
Uigiio and Josepn and the run was not allowed.
the
in
a
time
for
secretly
irchio.
'
The players were covered with lived
AGENT FROM INJURY pounds, his lowest weight in some while she quickly developed an ef
of the chief of police of
on mud when
The crime was committed
to
meet any ficient swing of right arm and
time. He offered
the second period open- house
bolshevik
sympathizer.
a
atan
when
1,
of
May
night
ed and the field was so slippery
worthy substitute, but the commis shoulder which stood tho strain
(liy Tli Asuorlnted Tre.)
returned to Petrograd to
he
Finally
to rob the bank of
to
not
runners had a hard time keep- become proletarian
permit substi- as well as the president's
Jan. 2. A
dictator of
Springfield, Mass.,
fpt was frustrated by Calmes. that
ing their feet and the punters ex- Russia.
federal prohibition agent, sorely be- tution.
muscles.
Mitchell developed a muscle afperienced difficulty in petting their
The people passed quickly and
The story Is told In the Moscow set by hotel guests, unaware of his fection at the
shoulof
left
his
boota away. The Presidents opened
EW LAURELS WON BY
top
was
saved
In
from
identity,
Finorder
the cast
personal
perfect
A.
Schotmann,
Pravada by
and cannot lift his arm. Dr. room and thence through
by nuntlng. Nichols returned nish communist,
to the street.
who was delegat- Injury when the orchestra of a hotel der
AN AMATEUR SKATER play
A. W. Morten, of the state athletic
the punt, sending the ball fifty ed
Star
here
"The
Spangled
played
Only occasionally did the presiby the central committee of the Banner"
line.
on Saturday night and the commission diagnosed the trouble dent discover a personal nenualnt-nnc- o
yards to W. and J.'s
to find Lenine a safer
as bursitis, which is Inflammation
N. Y., Jan. 2. Joe Stein and Erickson were able to soviet party
R.
PTewburgh.
hotel
O.
In the throng, one belnp
steward,
Janrnng,
tne
naysiacn
place than
Two other physicians
iof a bursa.
on an Illuminated flag.
pore, international amateur speed make only eight yards on three hiding
Ledoux, whose activities in
Schotmann writes that he visited switched
.
the
with
The
new
was
laurels
so
won
Caliagreed
diagnosis.
Brenkert
it
Two
plunges,
champion,
officers,
punted.
with unemployment
pting
Lenine in his haystack headquar- learned raiding entered the hotel trouble probably was due to catch- connection
lay by capturing three first and fornia again returned the kick.
nnd
other
today,
activities have been frecre ing cold In the shoulder.
The undefeated Californlans ap- ters each day. carrying provisions
one
second places in tne annual
was
while
and
producing
To him the presinoted.
ne
quently
says,
newspapers,
lenine,
Leonard and Billy Gibson, his
Atlantic
ddle
dentials the other entered the dinskating outdoor peared bewildered at the stone wall and
gave a cheery greeting.
occupied himself In writing docu- ing room and began to seize drinks manager, conferred with members dent
implonships. The entries num- - defense of the Presidents. It being ments
As
the
line ran out to extinction
revolutionary
for world
almost the first time this season
ed 105.
the tables. The letter's actions of the athletic commission and the Mrs. Harding beckoned forward
and drawing up reso- on
with
IMiss Elsie Mueller, woman's na- - they had found themselves unable propaganda
substitute,
was
Johnny tho
by guests and a rough proposed
the com- and resented
correspondents,
e
to pierce their opponents' line al- lutions to be adopted bywhich
nal champion, won the
tumble fight was In progress proposed substitute, with Johnn greetingnewspaper
them cheerfully but anheld
munist party congress
Khe for women, but came in be- - most at will. "Brick" Muller, Calora Milwaukee light
Mendelsohn,
entered
and
when
steward
the
was
she
"ready to go
fid the winner, Gladys Robinson, ifornia's star end, who did not start frequent meetings in Petrograd.
national anthem played, weight, which they planned to stage nouncing
dered
The police chase was becoming at thethesame time switching
d
was first home." Oilier
if
cham- - the game, went In during the secIt
the
iJTUIay
Toronto, in the
possible.
to move
Receptions.
meet
fcns'hlp for women.
on the flag. This brought planned to have Leonard
ond period, after an exchange of hot and it was decided
The White House reception was
The future lights
The Donoghue trophy wns given punts, and on his first attempt at Lenine to Finland.
to their feet and Mitchell next Monday, but this was not tho
all
the
guests
one
held here today.
beard and
only
'
It was feared When
a memorial to the late Joe Dono- - nn end run. was stopped by five premier shaved off his
dropped because
a wig to hide ended the fight.
president received the
me, first Amerclan world's skat- - W. and J. tacklere.
Pinkey would not be In condition. public, the
Both teams re- mustache and bought
the
vice
and Mrs.
arrangpresident
Schotmann
head.
Leonard refused to take Mitch
t champion. Moore, as the first sorted to punting, almost exclusivel- his bald
ell's $1,000 forfeit or accept the Coolidgo were at home to several
ed with a friend, an engineer, to FORMER EMPRESS IS
ner, received a diamond menai y", waiting for a "break."
hundred
on
guests, while cabinet ofalso will have his name in- The Bears toward the end of the give him passage as fireman
TO expense money from tho promoters ficials were
GIVEN PERMISSION
home to their official
but he said he thought Mitchell
'lbed on the permanent trophy, period found a weak spot on the his locomotive. march
associates and friends. Secretary
After a long
VISIT SWITZERLAND might have given an Indication of and
through the
lich Is to De contested for eacn Presidents'
end and, with
right
Mrs.
railroad
Hughes gave a breakfast
his condition to the promoters in
r.
Toomey carrying the hall, made swamps, they reached the
time so that a substitute could have to tho diplomatic corps at tho
and Lenine rolled up his Bleeves
their first down on W. and J.'s
(By The AMorlnttd FreM.)
Union
firebox
into
the
building,
The reason Leonline Just( before the half end- and fed firewood
Lisbon. Jan. 2, (By the Associat- been obtained.
while Secretaries
Weeks, Denby.
while the other members of the ed Press.)
ed.
7,ita ard refused Mitchell's forfeit, he Wallace
Former
Empress
and Hoover received at
Third period: Most of the Cali- party traveled ns passengers on of Austria Hungary, in exile with said, was because he was willing to their homes.
on the Islands of call nff n match with T.ew TenHler
fornlans had on dry Jerseys when the same train. At the last Russian the
border, the Madeira, nas finally received per jln Philadelphia a few weeks ago
they appeared on the field for the stationd on tho Finnish detached
the mission to visit Switzerland to be necanse of a broken thumb and WILSON WONT MEET
engineer
third period. Nisbet kicked off to
FORECAST,
line and Ba locomotive and took It behind the present when an operation is per- Tendler's manager kept Leonard's
Denver. Colo., Jan. 2, New Mex W. and J.'s
GREB, MANAGER SAYS
Her $5,000 forfeit.
and Erickson were unable to station to take In water, while the formed on her son, Robe-- t.
p: Snow north, rain south
bn Tuesday; colder. Wednesday, gain more than five yards on bucks, passengers' passports were exam- application
for permission was
for
the
before
ined.
signal
some
so
Just
has
teams
made
time ago, but thero
Brenkert punted. Both
(By The Annnoluleil Tremi.)
HAYS IS CONSIDERING
obably fair.
been considerable delay In securing
Boston, Jan. 2. Marty Killllea,
Arizona: Fair west and south, fumbled and California gained the the train's departure, the locomoline. tive returned and in fifteen min- it from the allies. It was anINVITATION TO ENTER
ow northeast portion Tuesday; ball on the Presidents'
manager for Johnny Wilson, midlder
and extreme The Bears then tried more line utes Lenine was safo on Finnish nounced
today the
boxing champion, anTHE MOVIE BUSINESS dleweight
would leave Funchal for Switzernounced today that he wag'nojtify-in- u
,st portions. Wednesday fair.
plays, Toomey making three yards soil.
of September, 1917, land on January 4.
end
the
Tex
left
Nichols
RIckard
ma
of New York, that
By
through
guard
New York, Jan. 2. Postmaster Wilson would not take part in a
eight around end but on the next ho was back in Petrograd personIX)CAtj RKPORT.
the
of
the
reoperations
ally directing
General
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
play Toomey fumbled and Kopf
BENNY LEONARD WILL
Hays started back to proposed match with Harry Greb
successful revolution in November
Washington late today to resume at New York next month. Killllea
jburs ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, covered.
The Bears' defense stiffened, of that year.
FIGHT JOHNNY DUNDEE his duties after three weeks of stated that Rickard made It a concorded bv the university:
rest. He said he still was consid- dition of paying Wilson tho $.15,000
66 two W. and J. bucks were stopped
highest temperature ,
BOMB INJURES FIFTY.
40 and Brenkert punted to Edb, who
bwest
ny Tho AMorlalta from.)
ering an invitation to become head purse which was held up after his
California
was
on
the
downed
ex.,
16
,
ihnge
Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 2.' Benny of a group of motion picture pro- bout with Bryan Downey at Jersey
Berlin, Jan. 2. A bomb was
Jean
48
line, California was off side, ploded among the crowd listening Leonard,
corpora- City, Labor Day, that Wilson agree
light 'eight champion, ducing and distributing
would give to meet Greb under Packard's man62 however, and the ball went tack to a band In the market place of whoso bout with Pinkey Mitchell, tions, and probably
"mldlty at 6 a. m..
Bato
line.
- midity at 6 p. m
W.
and J.'s
on New scheduled for today, was dropped them his answer at a conference in agement. Beca11se.lt was on this
66
Bavaria,
Dlnkelsbuchl,
o
Trace slsta and West bucked ten yards Year's eve, injuring fifty persons, when Mitchell developed an attack Washington on January 14. He is condition only that he could obtain
tcipitation
' axlinum
but twenty of them seriously. .The of neuritis, will return here Janu reported to havo been offered
the money Killllea said Wilson felt
38 for W. and J.'s first downs
wind velocity
contract at $150,000 a no compunction about withdrawing
South Brenkert fumbled and Cramner re- - thrower of tho bomb, a youth, and ary 12 to flg. johnny Dundee, it three-yea- r
jrectlon of wind
from the match.
Jaractcr ot day. .. .Partly cloudy
several pther persons were arrested, was announced tonight.
year.
"Jontlnued on Page Two.)
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Panama, Jim. 2 (by the Associated Press.) An earthquake
lasting about a minute, occurred
at 1 o'clock this morning,
slinking up the city hut doing
no damage either here or along
the Panama en rial. The,center
of the .shock was about sixty
miles distil nt.
A heavy flood was registered
in
lake between 8
(latnn
o'clock ycsleroy nriornuon and
S
o'eloel; this morning, Ralph
Kirkputrirk, in charge of the
and
meteorological
hydro
graphic bureau of the canal,
reported today. This made it
necessai y to open seven of the
spillway gales to let the water
out, despite the fart that four
gates bail been kept open durhours.
ing tho last twenty-fou- r
Mr. Klrkpalrick
added that
this lias been the heaviest pressure of water experienced since
the. opening of tho canal.
The extraordinary volume of
water is attributed' to the disturbed weather conditions t hat
havo prevailed in the nertheru
part of the western hemisphere
in the last three weeks. Panama now feeling the effects of
the floods and storms that have
occurred to the north. Thero
havo been heavy continuous
rams all oyev the territory
during
surrounding the
the last five days, such conditions being unusual Just as the
dry season is about to begin.

H."c a Month
Single topics Be

Mull,

GHITA REGIME'S

CLAIMS DEfJIEO

Bf FRENCH

ID

JAP DELEGATES
No

Understanding Has Been
Entered Into for Perpetuating Control of the
in Siberia,

Nip-pone- se

NAVAL EXPERTS STUDY
TECHNICAL DETAILS

Appointed to
Formulate a New Tariff
Program for China Is
Expected to Meet Today.
(ttj

The .Woclotril Prcm.)

Washington, Jan. 2, (By the Associated Press.) While practically
all machinery ot the arms confer
ence halted for new years, the unofficial delegation of the Far Kast
ern republic took advantage of tho
lull to press charges of a secret
e
understanding for
perpetuation ot Japanese control
in Siberia.
Tlie ;'ar Kastern delegates declared proof of their charges already denied by tho French and
Japanese delegates, could be obtained by examination of original
documents In tho archives of the
Far Kastern government at Chita.
GO
BANK.
They suggested that such an Inquiry
bo made by American consular officials, ho that tho results might bo
known to tho conference when it
considers Siberian problems.
To emphasize the French denial
made yesterday.
Albert Sarraut,
head of tho French delegation noSecretary Hughes, as chairAre Taken Over By Conti- tified
man of the conference, that the
nental and Commercial charges were wholly without foun
dation In
The French governNational and Continental ment, he fact.
said, in a written communication, had entered into no
and Commercial Trust.
commitments regarding Siberia except those of which the United
(Hy The AnMieliitrd rre.)
States was aware.
Chicago, Jan. 2. The ContinenIn view of tho French nnd Japtal nnd Commercial National hank anese repudiation of the charges,
and the, Continental and Commerof the Far Kastern
nnd the
cial Trust and Savings bank to- delegates position
as "outsiders" sent to tho
night announced they had taken conference by an unrecognized govover the Fort Dearborn National ernment, the Inclination In many
bank and the Fort Dearborn Trust conference circles was not to take
and Savings bank. George M. Rey- the development very seriously. At
nolds, president, said that the. Con- the same time, the accusations attinental and Commercial institu- tracted widespread attention.
tions guaranteed all deposits in the
Naval experts alone worked toFort Dearborn bank.
studying technical details reday,
Tho statement was followed by
to be settled in connection
an announcement from the clear- maining
with the naval agreement. It was
had
it
committee
that
house
wero at
ing
an1'' their deliberations
Investigated tho condition of two such a Mage tonight- tbit all the
other banns in Chicago, in which loose ends of the settlement probWilliam A. Tildcn, president of the ably could be cleared away within
Fort Dearborn bank. Is Interested a few days. If questions of policy
and found them sound.
raised by the submarine regulation
National proposals
Tho Fort Dearborn
can be settled in time,
24,179.-Sfi
$.".1,1
of
bad
bank
deposits
tho conference leaders believe that
on September fi, 1921, the date the
nnval treaty ca.i bo
of the last national bank call, and put into definite form this week.
44.
070.
75,109,
tal resources of
Tomorrow naval experts will conThe Fort Deart,orn Trust and Sav- tinue their work, and the
in ks bank had resources of $10,-- 1
to formulate a
appointed
fi.386.36 nnd deposits of $9,001
new tariff program for China also
will meet. Other naval and Far
chairman Kastern questions will occupy atTlovnolds,
George
of the board of directors of the tention of tho other delegates in inNaContinental and Commercial
formal conferences.
tional bank and of tho Continental
Tho question ot proposed rennd Commercial Trust and Savings strictions on submarine warfare Is
bank, made tho following state- regarded by nil delegations as the
ment:
most troublesome of the unsolved
naval problems. The first of tho
"Tho Continental and Commercial National bank nnd the Contl- - Root submarine resolutions, reaf- nental Trust and Savings bank firming adherence to the existing
have taken over the Fort Denrborn (principles of International law. ha
National Bank nnd tho Fort Dear. been accepted Dy tne rive powers;
horn Trust and Savings bank, re- hut the second and third, proposspectively, as at the close of busi- ing still more stringent restrictions
on the use of underwater craft, ore
ness. December 31, 1021.
"All deposits In the Fort Dear- leading to much controversy.
Under the second resolution, the
born 'Nat innal bank and in tho Fort
Dearborn Trust nd Savings bank five powers would join in an agree
ment
that in any future war among
have been gnprantood by the Consubmarines would not be used
tinental and Commercial National them
and as commerce destroyers. The Unit
bank nnd the Continental
Britain alono
Commercial
Trust and Savings ed States and flreat
to this proposition.
bank,
respectively; and cheeks havo acceded
a
drawn against accounts in tho Fort Japan and Paly havo adopted
toward it.
Dearborn National bank will be and tho French attitude
some
shown
have
honored by the Continental and
Commercial National bank and de- inclination at least to propose modi
fications.
posits Including savings accounts,
The delay Is taken as strengthenin tho Fort Dearborn Trust and
the possibility that France may
Savings bank will be placed to the ing
or further
credit of the depositors on the have qualifications
to suggest before she gives
books of the Continental and Com- changes
of
some
the French
assent.
Among
mercial Trust and Savings bank.
a feeling that merchant
"Tho business heretofore carried there is
ships should not be permitted sub-to
on by tho Fort Dearborn National arm
If they are to be free from
and
the
Trust
bank
Fort Tearborn
In other quarters
attack.
and Savings hank will hereafter be itmarine
is proposed that some restrictions
conducted by the Continental and should
also be placed upon the disCommercial National hank nnd
of war vessels to make
guising
Continental
Commercial
and
the
look like innocent merchantTrust nnd Savings bank, respect them
men.
ively, at their offices.-- '
The third Root resolution, also
pigeonholed while the foreign delewould
gations await Instructions,
BROTHERS IDENTIFIED
make supjeoi to trial ns a plrats
who
commander
submarine
any
AS ROBBERS OF BANK
violates international law. AcceptIN ILLINOIS DEC. 20 ance of this proposal Is regarded
as hinging In' some degree on the
final action taken regarding the
(H.r The Asmx'lnlcrt Pre.)
Iukn, 111., Jan. 2. Three broth second resolution, but it la hoped
ers, I.arl, Kdward nnd Lex Hall, of that both may be disposed of this
Fliora, today were identified as the week so thnt the substance of tho
robbers of the State Hank of luka, derisions reached can be embodied
who escaped with $20.on on De- in the naval treaty.
With the naval settlement in
cember 20, after a thrilling chase
led by Miss Mildred Kellcy, a bank final form, there seems to be genThev were taken to eral confidence that the far eastemploye.
Salem, In default of $20,000 bond ern slate can be wiped clean In
time to permit adjournment of the
each.
Kdwnrd nnd Lex Hall were Iden- conference about the middle ot
tified by bank authorities as the January. The shantung deadlock
two men who forced the cashier remains the greatest barrier to a
and assistant cashier into an ante far eastern accord, but the Japanroom before robbing tho bank. ese tonight expressed renewed hope
Karl was Identified as the man of a settlement and the Chinese
who waited outside the bank in nn held to their refusal to regard the
automobile. Police say other ar- present Impasse as a final failure
to agree.
rests may follow.
OFFICIAL PFNTAL IS
SF.XT I'll AI UMAX HUGHES
RECEPTION ACCORDED
French-Japanes-

FORT DEARBORN

TRUST

CEASFJO EXIST

fivi-pow-

1

PRINCE OF WALES IS
Washington, Jan. 2 (by the AssoAn official denunA NOTABLE SUCCESS ciated Press.)
ciation of the authenticity of dispatches purporting to relate to the
(Hy The Asinoliited PrcM.)
support
by France of alleged Jap2.
The
Jan.
London,
reception
for a protectorate over
accorded the Prlnco of Wales at anese alms
as made public here last
Rangoon today was n notable suc- Siberia,
night by the delegation of the Far,
cess, surpassing anything the loci! Kastern
republic of Chita, was
government had dared to hope, ac- communicated
to
Secretary
cording to official advices received Hughes as president of the
arms
today.
today by M.
Rumors of trouble kept the Bur- conference in a letter French
deleof
head
the
mese outside of Rangoon from at- Sarraut,
tending the reception, but with the gation.
Skvlr-skAt the same time Boris R.
exception of the closing down of
a member of the Chita delesome of the Indian stalls In the
begation, dcclnred additional docu- bazaar, which were
fore noon, the boycott Is said to ments, which he said passed behave been wholly ineffective.
(Continued on Page Two )

TODAY'S SENATE

1922 PREDICTED
BY NEW YORKERS

BRIEF; PENROSE

DEATH IS CAUSE Holidays Marked
After Adopting a Resolution
With
Respect to the
Demise,
Body Will Adjourn.

Pennsylvania's

TO
QUICKLY

COMMITTEEPOSTS
BE FILLED

M'dumber,

North

Dakota,

Will Probably Succeed to

the Chairmanship of the
Finance Board,
(By The Amwrintrd Prcii.)

-

Washington, Jan. 2. Senate releaders today forecast
publican
and
early action in filling vacancies
resultmaking committee ofchanges
Pen-- .
Senator
death
from
the
ing
roan. H was expected that Senator
chairrsrandegce, of Connecticut, commitman of the committee on
tees, would issuo a call soon, probably by the end of the week, for a
meeting of the committee to act on
necessary changes.
The. rule of seniority has been
in the senate
strictly adhered noto indications
that
and there were
established.
he
would
a precedent
Committer selections, however, are
largely In the hands of the committee on committees.
With the practical certainty that
Senator McCumber of North Dakota will suceed to the chairmanship of the finance committee, over
which Mr. Penrose had long presided, there will arise a vacancy In
the chairmanship of the committee on pensions, now held by the
North Dakota senator.
Senator
On that
committee,
Smoot of I'tab, Is the ranking rehe
leaders
said,
publican, and
could have the place If
he desired it.
Senator Sinoot is thus brought
In the ranking position on two of
the most important committees, finance and appropriations.
There was the suggestion among
that Senator
leaders
republican
of New Jersey,
Frelinghuysen,
would be named as the new republican member of the finance committee. This selection, it was ex-as
plained would follow seniority
well tia maintain the balance which
It has leen sought to have on all
committees with respect to representation of east and west. Should
Mr. Frelinghuysen not car for the
place, it was stated. Senator Edge
of the same state, would be the
next in line.
There were few hints as to who
would be named to vacancies In the
and banking
naval, immigration
occaand currency committees, death.
Penrose's
sioned by Senator
If the seniority rule is followed,
be
however, western senators will
naval and bankgiven places on the committees
and
cur.
2ncy
ing and
an eastern man will be added to
the immigration committee.
Senators said today that the
change in the chairmanship of thea
finance committee, now draftingno
new tariff law, would occasion
the goal
change in the policy or discussed
Its program,
outlined.
at a
briefly and confidentially
meeting of the committee today,
is to continue the hearings nnd en-tthe
upon tho work of writing
bill as
rates and provisions of thecommitThe
rapidly as possible.
has
tee's meeting for tomorrow
been postponed and the committee
Mc'will convene at the call of Mr.
Cumber, probably Thursday. senTomorrow's session of the
ate will be brief, it was announced.
It is planned only to adopt resolutions wifi respect to the death of
Senator Penrose and then adjourn.

'

Relieves Rheumatism

l

By

Sane

and Steady Buying; Police
Take Action to Stamp Out
Holdup Gangs.

(Sieo!nl Correspondence to rie Jonrnnl.l

New York, Jan. 2. Kagerly
every
possible prospect
for prosperity, the people of this
are
city
today preparing to enter
tlie new year, ready for some start
of a return to better times than
Bince the
they, have experienced
opening of the world war. Though
lack of legislation, defining permanent tax and tariff conditions may
hamper immediate plans for extensions in business to meet new world
trado conditions,
the men who
make, sell and ship goods here declare that the pressing need for
manufactured products may of itself servo to start tho wheels turning again before tho close of 1921.
From the, financial centers down
town, some signs are already beginning to show that make the prophets predict a big boom In commercial undertakings by the time
that the next winter season comes
on.

fcnno Spending'.

That the holidays were marked
ing thnt has ever tested and sustained tho merchants here, has just
been reported from the shops and
stores all over town. As discriminating as they are determined,, a
constant Rtream of purqhnsers have
patronized every variety of sales
counter In every section during the
last few weeks. While less reckby tho most sane and steady buy-

less spending nnd more bargaining
hns characterized shopping at this
Christmas period, the man behind
the cash register declare they ore
better satisfied than they have been
over complete returns of sales for
many years.
Doctors' leliglit.
Delighted at the prospect of substantial aid In advancing their work
by means of chemical research, the
doctors of this town have now begun to take a deep interest In the
possibilities of making medicine a
more exact science through collaboration
biologists,
by chemists,
pharmacologists, bacteriologists and
pathologists. After profound investigation of this scientific opportunity to save and sustain human life,
the scientists concerned have Just
announced their readiness to join
hands for the benefit of medicine.
When the chemistry of the body
has been more thoroughly studied,
that prescriptions
it is promised
will tend to become more and more
of a definite i Mack upon known
chemical conditions that breed disease.
Halted.
IIol(l-';'- p
Just as the small shops all over
town were beginning to turn themselves into an armed camp against
men, the pobold bands of hold-uclosed in and taken
lice have
to
call a halt
emergency measures
on this open brigandage. Squads of
armed detectives mounted on motorcycles are now touring every
and by
part of the tocity by day
pnoop down upon
night, ready
the bandits'at the first cry of their
victim. Though it is estimated
that almost a thousand clever
crooks ore scheming every day to
pull off a surprise robbery, the policemen have at last succeeded in
the scope of
limiting somewhat
their operations.
Subway Stiles.
they possess all the
Though
machine
of
gun battery and
a
liolse
the kick of an aeroplane propeller,
the new turnstiles at the subway
gates are already training the public, here to go over the top with
Incourage and speed. Nickles
stead of tickets have s".ed the
wages of many a seller and chopper, though the man who now
makea change can still hold up and
glare at the car customers. to New
try
Yorkers have been trained
almost anything once, especially
when they have to.
p

.

DROP IN TEMPERATURE
BY
PEOPLE TAKE TO THE
IS ACCOMPANIED
r
DROP IN COAL PRICE "TURN TO THE RIGHT"
.RULE IN VANCOUVER
(By The Associated Pre.)
In
A
2.
Jan.
drop
; Atlanta, Ga., here today to 21
(By The Asnclnted Prci.)
he temperature
Vancouver, ?. C, Jan. 2. Three
At grees, the coldest of the winter,
in
thy a drop of minor collisions In Vancouver
, won
accompanied
no one was hurt, was the
Jll.BO a ton in the price of domestic which
reaccidents
tho
oal. Rest lump coal was quoted total of from first day's
the change of the rule
sulting
at $8.00 a ton.
of the road in British Columbia.
The "turn to the right" rule reCOAT, FRICE KEDCCEP.
of "turn to
s
Knoxville. Tenn., Jan. 2. Retail placed the English rule Street
cars
left" yesterday.
coal dealers here today announced the on
their usual Sunday schedule
nrlre reduction of $1 a ton. Best ran
there was a new year's day
grades of domestic coal now sell nnd
throng of automobiles on roads
tor i.50.
Drivers and pedesand streets.
trians apparently took readily to

Si

M

BUSINESS SHOWS

PROSPERITY

SESSION TO BE

-
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. Musterole loosens up stiff joints and
drives out pain. A clean, white ointment, made with oil of mustard, it
'
usually brings relief as soon as you start
; to rub it on.
'
It does all the good work of the
mustard plaster, without the
blister. Doctors and nurses often rec- emmend its use.
' Get Musterole today at your drug
tore. 35 and 65c in jars and tubes;
hospital size, $3.00.

BETTER THAN A MUSTARD

PLASTER

UPWARD TREND,
BOARD REPORTS
(By The Aiwoclated

Trow.)

Washington, Jan. 2. Continued
upward movement of business and
the gradual restoration of normal
conditions are indicated In the comparison of reports in tho last month
with those of December, 1920, according to the December review of
tho economic situation Issued tonight by the federal reserve board.
Net improvement was found by the
board despite the recession of business activity In December as compared with the eamo month last
year.
"The holiday trade," the board
said, "Is a test of the soundness of
business nctlvity. Repreceding
ports from the federal reserve districts covering over half of the
month show that this year's demand In the eastern districts haR
registered an Increase running as
high as ten per cent of that of
1920, while In other districts the
Is pronounced satisfacsituation
tory."
Manufacturing conditions, however, tho board . reported, as far
from uniform; there being a decrease of activit- - in the iron and
steel Industry, while textiles showand uncertainty
ed little change,
exists ns to the future of the clothing Industry, due to labor disturbances and the continued demanyof
consumers for lower prices.
"Freight rates," the board said,
"continue as a disturbing factor due
to the belief that reductions already
announced as affecting some commodities may be much more widely extended."
Relatively lower prices for cereals and cotton, the board continued, had discouraged trade in the
agricultural districts and alio had
resulted in retarding the liquidation of frozen loans. Hardware and
related lines were also said to be
In nn unsatisfactory condition but
wholesale prices "are showing
Unemployment
stability."
conditions were reported as but
little changed.
"A decided Improvement In European exchanges," the board said,
"has tended to some ertent to help
foreign trade situation during, December, but the extreme caution
in the extension of bonk credits
which was previously so notable a
phase of our freight trade still
Export fleures Indicate a still
further decline of activity in
staples, while Imports show an ad
vance.
"Disturbed conditions in various
countries of Europe still render a
maintenance of business relations
with them uncertain nnd hazardous.
Rates of Interest which had
made a notable decline during the
autumn, have tended, on the whole,
still further downward, partly owing to the fact that there was no
foreign outlet for our capital."
Reviewing the year In the shipping industry, the board declared
that the industry has been through
a, most difficult
period, in which
many weaker operators have been
forced out of business and in which
as a result of greatly reduced
freight rates, smaller available cargoes, and continued high costs of
operation, very few companies have
been able to make a satisfactory
showing. This condition has been
world wide, although American
companies have felt in special descale
gree the handican of a hisrhcr comof wages than their foreign
petitors habo been obliged to pay."

111
IS HELPEUL

E

Ohio Lady Was Suffering, in

Bad Condition,
Weak,
n
Nervous and
Now She Recommends Cardui.
Run-dow-

Manchester, Ohio. In describing
the troubles with which she was
formerly afflicted, and telling how
she obtained relief, Mrs. Ida B.
Rothwell, of this place, said:
"For some time I had a terrible
hurting In my side. It was a most
miserable feeling. I could hardly
urn myself In bed.
' I was weak, nervous, and rundown.
the change.
"I did not have an appetite, and
was in a bad condition, I was . ,
OUT
KNOCKS
GARRETT
and suffering; at . . . time I had
FIFFE IN 4TH ROUND hard bearing-dow- n
pains . . .
"I began Cardui. A half bottle
'PICIAI. Dlt.ATCH rn MOffNIHa JOUNAthelped me."
Hallur, N. M Jan. 2. Walt GarMrs. Rothwell said she then derett of El Paso, Tex., won in the
fourth round from Kid Fiffe of cided to take Cardui regularly, and
did so until she recovered her
Kansas City, In a scheduled
match. The boxing contest strength.
"I certainly suffered before I
wus under the auspices of the local
tt took
this treatment," she adds,
post of the American Legion.
and Fiffe were evenly matched "and was very discouraged."
and tho fight fans saw four of the
Writing further of her experithat ence, this Ohio lady says:
scrappiest rounds of inboxingsouth"I can't praise it (Cardui) too
the
ever
been staged
has
west. The contest was held at the highly,' for it has helped mo when
Strand theater and the card drew a other things failed. I think there
good crowd. Garrett was out- Is no medicine like Cardui, for It
weighed by about eight pounds. A sure has been helpful, and I recomhalf minute after entering the ring mend it to all my friends."
Thousands of other women have
both men were fighting desperately for a knockout and both were learned of the value of Cardui In
treatment of their troubles.
the
from
exchange
slightly groggy
Take Cardui! For sale by
of iflows to the head. Both fought
desperately through the second and
third rounds. The end came in the
fourth after a remarkable exchange
of vicious drives. A wicked swing
flush on the Jaw put Fiffe out.
n
i
Fidel Silva refereed the bout.
-

ten-rou-

C5ar-re-

T

Stop That

Itchingand
It's

unnecessary
nerve racking. Apply

cooling Resinol

Ointment and know
thecomfort it gives.
IDEAL FOR BABY'S
TENDERSKIN

RESIIiQL

AMERICAN DEPORTEES
FREED FROM PRISON
(Br Tb Auoclnted Preiii.)

Riga, Jan. 2. After a week's Imduring which time
prisonment,
they were not permitted to comEmma
municate with outsiders.
Goldmnn, Alexander Jlerkman and
Alexander Shapiro, the deportees
from America, who recently came
out of soviet Russia, ntarted a second time today for Reval, Esthonia,
on their way to Stockholm.
DIRS FROM RVRNS.
Chicago, Jan. 2. Clarence Herbert, 28, died today from burns received when ho fell Into a bath tub
filled with scalding water. Ilia wife
was. severely burned when she tried
to pull tho boiiy from the tub.

Journal Want Ads bring results.

persistent cough or
general rundown
condition, there

is

IS PREPARED

a positive help.
JL

KH10ID5
(Tablets or Granules)

I for iMniftrcTintj
WSMBS)eSBSBBSSSaaWSHII0Sl

SOCORRO CO. YOUTHS
GIVEN LONG TERMS IN
STATE PENITENTIARY

OUTLOOK GROWS

CODE
BY

SAYS

BRIGHTER,

CURRENCY HEAD

SOPERINTENDENT

Miss Wooster, Kansas, Em Comptroller Crissinger Says
Both Political and Ecophasizes the Importance
nomic Index Fingers
of Teaching; Influences
Character Building.
Register Improvement.
(By The Amocinted Pre.)
(By Tile Asuoohited Trend.)
Topeka, Kans., Jan. 2. A new
1921 educational code for Kansas
school teachers Is proposed by Miss
Lorraine E, Wooster, stats super-

Indications
Washington, Jan. 2.
that the turn of the- year is being
"marked by a striking improvement In the business and econo-mio

outlook" of the. country and
intendent of public instruction.
The code, which emphasizes the tho world generally, were discussed
of the Curimportance of the teaching pro- tonight by Comptroller
fession because of its influence In rency Crissinger In a forecast for
1922.
character building, follows:
There can be no doubt, he ald
"Our educational ethics should
"both the political and econcarry a spirit of sympathy, hu- that
index figures" are registeromic
mane fellowship, honesty, square
ing Improvement at this time
dealing, and a straightforwardcould "when political and economlo conness, of which no person
ditions so intimately Interact."
have doubt.
"Taking this wider view," he
"Our faces should shine with
feel that we may feel Justhe smile of cheerfulness and love added, "I
tified in regarding the outlook aS
for children.
"We should honor our voca- altogether reassuring and that the
tion and be grateful that It gives new year is coming to us with
guarantees that justify the most
us an opportunity to serve.
forecasts."
"Our
vocation
affords the optimistic
In the political domain, he degreatest opportunity of all, and we scribed
as
predominating favorable
should be happy to serve in the
factors the arms conference and
highest calling known to man
"the apparently Insured settlement
the calling of the teacher.
"We must realize that success Is of the controversy Involving the
relations
of Ireland to the United
founded on Intelligence, Industry,
Kingdom." Already, ho declared,
Justice and morality.
"We should make sure that a betterment in the conditions of
those who know us. those who international exchange has taken
work with us, ore benefited and place, adding that "no better Index
of widespread business conditions
happier for having known us or exists."
worked with us.
"In view of these accomplish
"We should use our best end "Iv
he continued,
"we may
ors to elevate our vocation.
We ments,
anticipate
confidently that 1922
so
should
conduct our lives an.l
take lis place In history as one
affairs that others may wish to will
of the landmarks In tho record of
emulate our example.
human
progress. Men have turned
"We must understand that one
cannot live alone or for himself their faces definitely in the right
direction: they have set their feet
alone.
security and
"As educational
workers we in the paths to restore
should strive to improve ourselves prosperity; they havo fixed their
on
minds
the
higher and better
to increase our efficiency, and to
enlarge our service, and by so do- things.
"Already we begin to find eviing show our good faith In the dence
Imof tho
great work of aiding mankind
of these
portance
accomplishtraining for future service.
"Advancement should be the ments. Every Indication of favorgoal, and we should deal gener- able outcome in these great underlying considerations has been
ously with our coworkers.
"Our daily living example should practically simultaneously with a
be such as could be followed with distinct turn for the better In the
affairs of business and industry.
benefit by all.
"The results of our educational!0 VP,V Promptness with which
has
work will not pass away with our he commercial community
lives but will live on forever nnd thus responded, Is tho most emever, and we should make sure that phatic, testimony to tho readiness
and the eacerness of tho business
our work Is all for betterment,
"We must remember that he world to ohapo its course toward
who profits most, Is he who serves restored prosperity and resumption
of the great peaceful activities Of
best."
civilization."

BEARS
TATF WINS OX A FOrii.
Portland, Ore., Jan. 2. Bill Tate,
BATTLE ON SLIPPERY
Chicagn, won on a foul over
FIELD AT PASADENA Wills of New York, in theHarry
first

PRESIDENTS,

X

(special Correspondence to i'ne Journal.)
Socorro, N. M Jan. 2. Refugio
Velasquez, 18. and Jose Arturo M.
Beltram, 19, have been sentenced
to the penitentiary by Judge H. P
Owen for the killing on
Sunday

night, December IS. at his home
three miles southwest of Kelly, of
rerrom leortldl, commonly known
as "Dago Frank." Velasquez, the
alleged real murderer, drawing
sentence of not less than (10 years
nor more than 70 years, while Bel
tram will languish behind neniten
tiary bars for a term of not less
than 35 years, nor more than 45
years, for acting as an accomplice
in one of the most brutal, not to
say cold blooded murders ever com
mitted In this part of the country
The trouble grew out of thi fac
that about a year ago Velasquez
and Teobaldl were Jointly tried for
stealing hay, Teobaldl seeking to
throw the blame on Velasquez, this
having started the bad blood be

tween the two men, which contin
ued for several months, when Velasquez accused Teobaldl of steal
Ing a pair of boots from him. the
latter real or imaginary offense
having rankled In Velasquez's heart
until on the night above mentioned
he sought Frank at his home, called
him to the door and shot him down
In cold blood. Then waiting until
the following Tuesday. December
20, he not having heard anything
as to whether he had succeeded in
killing Teobaldl. returned to the
cabin to find his victim Just where
he had left him, cold and still in
death. It was the fresh tracks ot
Velasquez's horse In the snow that
led to his arrest and final convlc
tion.
America's only woman
bridge
engineer is Dr. Lou Alta Melton
an employe of the federal bureau
of public roads.

WARNING

!

Say "Bayer" when you

Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
Handy "Bayer" boxes of
1

Aspirin

th

trade mark of

12

tablets

Eajr

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
noilermakerfi

2100 South Second

nnd Wcldera.
St. Tel. 1047--

Next Dose may Salivate You,
Loosen Teeth or Start

SCHOOL

Rheumatism

Gallup
Coal $11.50

mot

iucceififul
business training aehool in the Southwest.
Preare for and ohtaine excellent Secretarial poaitloni.

Aztec Fuel Co.
L.

C. H. CARNES

JOE MILLER, Pres.
Phone

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

LUMBER
GLASS
CEMENT

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque

rt

er

Till

13 Dny Bicycle Rale,
rariptftt tock of high-grad- e
Bicycle"
ever ahnwn In Albuquerque, at reduced
prices.
BROAD BICYCLE ft TRADING CO,,
30 South Second Street.

WESTERN
the

Calomel Is mercury; quicksilver.
It crashes Into sour bile like dynamite, cramping and sickening you.
Calomel attacks the bones and
should never be put Into your sys
tem.
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out,
Just 6o to your druggist and get a
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which is a harmless
vegetahle substitute for dangerous
calomel, Take a 6poonftil and if It
doesn't
start your liver and
straighten you up better and quicker than nasty calomel and without
making you sick, you Just go back
and get your money.
Don't take calomel! It makes you
sick the next day; It loses you a
day's Work. Dodson's Liver Tone
straightens you right up and you
fct'l great. No salts necessary. Give
it to the children because It Is perfectly harmless and can not

Also bottles of 24 and 10& Druggists.
of Muuoacctlcaciilester of Sallcjllcaclj

Manufacture

DANGERQU S DRUG

IS A

bjy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Headache
Rheumatism
Colds
Neuritis
Toothache
Neuralgia
Earache
Pain, Pain
Lumbago

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inqnlro
JOURNAL OFFICE

CALOMEL

round of a scheduled ten round
bout here today. Both aro negro
heavyweights. Wills smashed Tate
a riftht to tho Jaw when Tate
with
covered on California's
line. Nichols punted and W. and was attempting to obey the refJ. tried to advance by bucks but eree's order to break from a clinch.
was unable to do so on the slip- Tha round had about ten seconds
pery field. A forward pass, Ilren-ke- to go.
to Konvolinka, however, put
For ColiVs, Orlp or Influenza.
the ball on California's 4
line and Krlckson made four more nnd ns a Preventive, take Iaxatlve
Wind Shield Glass-LumbmiOMO
QUININE Tablets. The
yards around Muller's end as the ffcnuine bears
the signature of E.
C. UALDKinr.K
LCMllKU
period ended.
i SmitU l int Street.
l'hone
Fourth period: The presidents W. Grove. 30c.(Ce sure you get
tried hard to score but failed, a CROMO.)
forward pass falling short and an
attempted drop kick by Stein rolling over the California goal line
California punted and Krlckson
brought the ball to California'
line. Again the easterners tried hard to score and again
a forward pass was grounded.
Stein's attempted place kick wis
blocked. Latham
for
recovering
California on its
line.
Xisbet punted and W. and J.
with Kopf and Haslsta carrying
the ball and with a penalty for
California, made first downs in
2
33
midfield.
Brenkert punted
yards and Nisbet returned the
One lot of men's all wool
kick 5S yards to tho easterners'
1f!1.n..l
Suits. Values up to $30.00.
the punt, but it went out of
uuuiius uu rus own
yaru line.
Coach Andy Smith of California,
sent in two substitute backs, Dunn
$19.50
and
and California
Morrison,
started an unsuccessful
drive
Toom-ey
against the Presidents' line.
passed to Morrison, who fumbled on the W. and J.
line
3
and Erickson carried the ball back
to his
line. There was nn
.
A big assortment of men's
exchange of punts Just before the
game ended. When the gun sound
nice
Dress
Shirts,
patterns
ed, California had the ball In
'Continued from Page One.)

CO.
402.

423 North First Street

251

Skill and "Learning are In demand.
Awkwardness and Ignoranoa command nothing in the way of
earning power.
Thia
School
has
SKILLFUL
EXPERIENCED,
SPECIALIZED
TEACHERS.
The courses are
thorough, modern and complete.
Our students are In demand and
are being placed as fast as they
complete our courses.
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
cost much.

Your Opportunity

Anniversary

Today Begins Our Great Seventh
LOT NO. 7
Year Anniversary and Clearance
Sale During the seven years we Men's Auto Gloves, all leahave been in Albuquerque we have ther, and lined. Values up
to $6.00.
Anniversary Sale Price offered some wonderful values
but never anything that surpasses
$2.45
the values offered in this sale. Our
NO.
new spring goods will begin to
LOT NO. 8
arrive next week so we must
Men's Fibre Silk and Lisle
have room for them
and all sizes. Regular $1.25
Hose. Values rip to 75c.
values.
THAT'S WHY THIS BIG CUT
Anniversary Sale Price
Anniversary Sale Price
3 Pair for $1.00
68c
NO.

1,-- -1

if

--

x

EXPECT FUTURE OF THE
SANTA FE BANK TO BE
DETERMINED
SHORTLY

iTi

(Spe'dnl rorresiHindrnre to The Jnnrnat.)
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 2. Deve-

ors.

Men's Linen Collars,
values.
3 for 25c

Ji

enn-ifi-

fi

(Continued from page One.)
tween the French' and Japanese
governments on the subject of a
protectorate over Siberia, were In
the files of his government and
that, permission would be given for
the inspection of these papers, as
well as the originals of those made
public last night by a duly accredited representative of
the
American government,
For the Japanese, M. Hanlliara,
vice minister of foreign affairs
and a delegate to the conference,
stood on his denial last night, thnt
there was not a vestige of truth
In the documents to far as they
referred to Japaltt.

25c

Men's Soft Collars. 25c to
50c values.

Stockholders holding a ma-- j M
of the $50,000
of capital
stock, already have assented to a ffii
double assessment. It is enid uoon
reliable authority that tho planH
wiucn mo oiiicers ana directors &
have been working upon for more I;.
than two weeks are entirely prae-J3- p
ticable, and the general
feeling
here anion
those directlv
Is
one
of Increasing hopecerned
fulness.
One of the reports current Is that
under the reorganization the post
as active head of the Institution
will be tendered to a man who has
been prominently
Identified with
New Mexico banking affairs for a
number of years.

jorlty

A
One lot of Men's All Wool Suits.
good assortment of patterns to choose
from. Formerly sold for $25.00

NO. 4

lopments that are scheduled for this
week are expected to determine the
future of the Santa Fe bank which
suspended on Dec. 12, with $667,000
In deposits, of which more than
$350,000 was in state funds from
the state treasurer's office?
The meeting of the stockholders
with tho directors will be held on
Tuesday, to be followed on Thurs-- !

CHITA REGIME'S .
CLAIMS DENIED BY
FRENCH AND JAPS

.Scott's
Emulsion
Scott ABowaa, BloorafieU, N.
ALSO MAKERS OF

TEACHERS'

2

Men's'

Anniversary Sale
Price $13.85

Men's and Boys' Caps. A
big assortment of colors and
styles. Values up to $2.00.

Anniversary Sale Price

38c

Only 45c

Men's Hats. The latest styles, etc. Choice
of any hat in the house for the

Sale

Anniversary

Tie's,

nd

Anniversary Sale Price

;o. s
6

Four-in-Ha-

9

75c values.

for 25c

LOT NO.

LOT NO.

LOT NO.

10

Big assortment of men's
Flannel Shirts. Values
up to $5.00.

all-wo- ol

Anniversary Sale Price

Only $2.85

$1.95

This includes our $5, $6 and $8 values.

Everything is Reduced 33

1--

to 50 Per Cent

3

114 WEST CENTRAL

PHONE

pal, jmll',!.a,i'i!iii;,
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POPULARITY THIS YEA!) NEVER
TOUCHED BEFOHE, PREDiCTIOH
Coming Season Will Witness New Records in

Interest, Participation and Attendance, According to the Expressed Opinions of Athletic Leaders; Interest Is Growing.

(BY TTTR ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Nnw York, Jan. 2 (by the Asso-- 1 emr span of lifo has constantly
Another underlying
elated Press.)
Sport, both ama- lengthened.
may he that it was a shock
teur and professional, will reach reason
to the nation during the war to
a plane of popularity during
2
find
men disqualified
never touched in the past, accord- for many young
military service because of poor
f
ing to the expressed opinions
Tho natural recondition.
athletic leaders. Regardless of the physical
action has been to seek to remedy
of
millions
of
spectaoutpouring
this weakness and participation in
tors and contestants in the games sports helps to accomplish
that
of the past twelve months, it
result."
unanimous belief of those best
Fnctlmll.
qualified to gauge the development
"The unprecedent popularity of
of the sport, that the coming seain 1021 and the overwhelm
son will witness new records in in- football
evidence that the coming sea-- i
terest, participation and attend- ing
see the game reaching new
will
son
ance.
in every department of the
That these opinions are based records
sport is a splendid tribute to th?
upon substantial grounds is shown (prime
and those who
It." This
by the rapidly increasing list of statement wa.s madeplayby Walter
important contests, both intersee-tiona- l, Camp, secretary of the Intercolle-Igiat- e
national and international,
Football Rules Committee, In
which are being added to the
2 la recent discussion of tho
prospects
sport schedules. International ten- tor sport for 1922.
nis, golf, yachting and track
"It
however."
goes
that,
beyond
meets are already in the making; continued Mr. Camp, "for to my
numerous
lntersectional football mind It is a clear Indication of the
games have been carded and there appreciation of physical fitness and
will be a wider increase in entries the admiration in which it Is held.
for various national
champion- The
learned during the war
ships, both numerically and geo- greatly increased this appreciation
graphically, than In the past.
hut the admiration for and tho de
From all sections of the nation sire to
in clean sport Is
comes the report that interest in inherentparticipate
In the American people.
sport Is steadily growing; the foras
"Football
by the hunmation of new lnterscholastic and dreds of college played
teams throughout
intercollegiate associations;
the country brings nut these qualiin games; the devel- ties in a manner equalled In few
opment, physically, of the youth of other pports.
Tho game even to
the land and the belief that sport the novice spectator is full of thrills
the
in the broadest application of
and with the rapidly Increasing
word will bp. a growing factor in technical knowledge possr-eby
the history of America for decades the thousands who watch the play
to come. These reports are borne I am certain that foothall will conout In the following forecasts and tinue to increase In popularity for
analyses prepared by prominent years to come. Tho fact that, huge
sport authorities for the Associ- stadiums erected but a few seasons
ated Press:
ago are now unable to accommoTennis.
date all those who desire to witIn considering the prospects for ness the games is the best evidence
an exceptionally active year in ten- of tho increase In Interest."
nis In 1922 Julian S. Myrick, presiToxins.
dent of the United States Lawn
"Tho American people like exTennis association, states:
citement," said Tor Rickard In
"I attribute the unprecedented
the remarkable growth of
popularity of tcnn9 and sport in sport in the past two years and the
outlook
for the coming season.
genera1, during 1921 to the Increasfor excitement is
ing realization by the public! that "This demand
physical exercise means improved shown by the manner in which
health, more pleasure In living and those sports which supply thrills
a chanco to live longer. From are patronized. Poxlng of course
every source where statistics are ranks well to the fore in this cateavailable it is being pointed out gory and, while the last 12 months
that during the past decade the av- - has witnessed great Increase of In- 19--
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terest, record attendance and gate
receipts, I am inclined to believe
that the new year will surpass the
old in this respect.
"While 1922 is not likely to witness another bout of the international calibre and' Interest of the
Pempsey-Carpenticontest I think
that there will be an increase in
the number of bouts and the localities in which such matches may
he held in conformity to the lav.'.
Poxing Is not alone advanring in
popularity for nil sport en far us I
can learn i on the increase.
"Various reasons have been advanced for this gain. Personally
it is due to a number
I think
of causes. The advent of prohibition with the closing1 of the saloon
has sent thousands of men, young
and old, to watch or play games or
contests such as boxing. The relief from the strain imposed by tho
war and the growing belief in the
benefits of exercise and competition
have nil helped to increase the popularity of sport."
Paschall.
"While tho old axiom, 'take nothing for grunted in basenall' still
hukls good, I think that 1 can
safely predict another banner year
for tho national game," said President John A. lleydlur, of the .National league, when asked to comment upon the outlcok in baseball.
there are numerous
"Certainly
signs which would appear to indicate a prosperous season ahead tor
and interesting
the club owners
pennant races and play lor the
fans.
"The past year has been one of
satisfaction to both the follower
of the game and those financially
interested. Tho major league pennant races developed an unusually
close and dramatic climax and the
world series was one of the best in
the history of baseball. There was
no lack of confidence or popularity
and the game was well supported in
both tho major and minor league
cities. The selection of Judgo i.an-Uias baseball commissioner with
the subsequent restoration and retention of publio confidence in the
integrity of the sport was perhaps
tile outstanding feature of 1921 in
baseball.
"Many circumstances enter into
a consideration of 1922 prospects
and the majority of these mttko for
a continuation of popularity of the
game. Many trades and deals have
been made which will strengthen
various clubs. In some cases players havo been shifted from cue
team to another adding new color,
stimulation and power lo a club for
a player can outgrow his usefulness
by remaining in one city too long.
restrictions have
.Spring training
been removed making it possible
to send pitchers and other players
south for a more protracted session of conditioning, thus raising
the standard of early seoson play.
"Speaking specifically of t'.- - National league, I can say that I expect a closer race than was theb
case last year. Instead of a
race I believe that four or
more teams will lie fighting for
the pennant in 1922. Even with
Pittsburgh leading for a majority
of last season, the attendance records fell but little belew those of
1920 and had the rotation of Sundays been favorable, a new record
would have undoubtedly been made.
Many young and promising players
are being developed in our league
and these should prove a strong attraction next summer.
"Contractual relations with the
players will be more harmonious
and there will not be the holdouts
which helped to wreck the early
of teams last
season chances
spring. I expect to see better pitching during 1922 and consequently
closer games. We are also looking

I'AT CROWE,
MAN, SEEKS HELP
OF DAUGHERTY IN AIDING DRUG VICTIMS
EX-BA-
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Attorney General Daufiherty, left, and Pat Crowe, photographed
their conference.

Pat Crowe, once notorious as a kidnaper,
"bad man," isnow in Washington urging; aid
promoting; welfare measures for
measures for drue addicts. He is appealing
ment for dope peddlers to reduce the wholesale
forward to some form of agreement
regarding a belter drafting system
with the minors.
"These are some of the things
which lead me to express the opinion that there will be no diminution of Interest in baseball next
summer.
There are likely to bo
other factors of importance develop
before tho spring meeting, scheduled to be held in New York on
February 14, which will have an
influence In increasing tho interest in the game.
"Willi tile New York Nationals in
the role of world's champions, this
feature alone should prove nn attraction in tho National league and
a. boom to baseball in the cities of
our circuit. Kpeakinir of the world
series reminds me that while the
senior league favored a retention of
e
series we havo not
the
lost sight of the fact that a reduction to seven games will go a long
way toward meeting the objection
of a certain faction of the fans who
protested that attendance and gate
receipts wero rapidly overshadowing tho original idea of tho series,
i. c. to determine the best team in
the major leagues at tho end of
each season."
nine-gam-

after

train robber and general

of povernmont officials in

and further protective
for more severe punishsale of narcotics to users.
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Al fil.lt KNOCKS OPT
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan. 2. Hilly Alger of Pafford, Ariz., knocked out
Knlph Pena of .oh Angeles, in the
fourth round of their scheduled
ten round boxing hout here tonight
and
Young Mike of Phoenix,
knocked out Alex Nortlega of I,or
Angeles, in the first round of their
scheduled six round bout. All four
men are lightweights.

TODAY

all
members of the flail eireann had
arrived tonight for the resumption
of tho sessions tomorrow to give
further consideration to tho peace
treaty with Cjreat I'ritaln.
As far as could be gathered from
conversations
with members tonight tho Christmas recess has not
materially altered the line up for
and against the treaty.
It had been supposed the campaign in the country in favor of
ratification of the treaty supported
of tho Irish
by pronouncement
bishop and by resolutions not o ily
of public representative bodies but
of important units in the sinn fein
organization, would have weakened
the attitude of some treaty opponents and induced theni to vote
in its favor.
An estimate mado by a political
votes on
leader gave fifty-eigeach side, with four votes doubtful
or "abstentionist."
A leader of the party favorable
to the treaty said to tho Associated
Press today that ho did not believe
that the vole of any of the men
the
ranged
previously
against
treaty would be turned In lis favor,
and that the majority for tho treatv
which in any event must be small,
must depend on abstentions fnon
voting rather than on the transfer
of votes. HumoM of compromise
and accommodation, as well as a
statement that Kamonn do Valera
had decide; to withdraw his alternative plan no longer are credited
here. Mr. de Vah ra's original idea
was to put forward his plan In the
event of a reduction of the treaty,
but his most Intimate counsellors
say now that he will put it forward
in any event.

2 MEN ARE KILLED
Alkali In Soao
Bad for

the Hair

Soap should ho
very carefully, if you want to keep your hair
looking its List. Most s'oais and
nta'in too
prepared
shampoos
much alkali. This dr!s the scalp,
makes the hair brittle, and ruins
it.
The best thing for Rteadv use Is
Mnlsifled cocoanut
oil shampoo
(which is purr and
and
is ociior man anything elso you
can use.
One or two toaspoonsful of
d
will
cleanse the hair and
thoroughly.
oisten
Simply
the hair with water and rub it in.
It makes an abundance
of rich,
creamy lather, which rinses out
easily, removing every particle of
dust dirt, dandruff and excessive
oil. Tho hair dries quickly and
evenly, and it leaves the scalp soft,
and the hair fine and silky, bright,
lustrous, fluffy and easy to manage.
You can
Mnlsifled cocoanut
oil shampoo at liny pharmacy, it's
very cheap, and a few ounces' will
supply every member of the family
for months. He sura your druggist
gives you Mulsified.
u.s-r-

grea'-elss)-

Jlul-sifie-

VETERAN OF SPANISH
WAR, 6VF0UND DEAD
(By The Anrlured Tread.)

Texas, Jan. 2. Richard Richards, 07, veteran of the
Spanish war found at his home
here la to today, with a bullet
wound in his forehead.
The
corner decided the wound was
ininflicted.
the
self
Richards,
quest disclosed, had bee brooding
over the loss of his pension, which
was dlncontinued several months
ago.
Kl Paso,
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their wearing apparel. The best merchandise money can

.-

One Lot

feisy

ien's

Hats

Kondon'i Catarrhal Jell l guaranteed
v.,, vy us, vu oy
rear, service lor
inilllont of Americans. ju
It Kondon's doesn't
do wonders for vour cold, tnpezind. fourth.
chronic catarrh, nosebleed, headache, sore
nose, etc-w- e'H
pay your money back. Om

4VvT0

C.

J

I"

aa at all drug ttor.

-

Avoid substitutes make sure this
6ignature is on the package you buy.

4w

opened today. Racing will continue
until May. The new year's handicap feature of tho opening card,
wnn .,,uuu anuou money, wns won
by Guy, Jockey Lang up, a 0 to 1

-

shot.

Journal Want Ads bring results.
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OVERCOATS

$50.00, $52.50, $55.00, $57.50 values now

$05.00, $70.00, $75.00 values, now

$38.75

$43.75

SSc
v

$33.75
$45.00, $47.50, $50.00, $52.50 values now

$32.50, $35.00, $37.50, $40.00 values now

$32.75

$24.75

$35.00, $37.50, $40.00, $42.50 values now

$24.75
$25.00, $27.50, $30.00,' $32.50 values, now

$18.75

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS THROUGHOUT
ALL DEPARTMENTS

SSSISTS

$55.00, $57.50, $60.00 Values now

to save money on

One Lot Prion's Overalls

$13.75
-

SUITS

Sail

rr

ari vicinity an Qisbelisvas cpporfurJly

One Lot

to it.

relieving Catarrh. It is a valued household remedy in thousands of
T3n-A morifon KAmoa
ttio
oil
for
Prorated
children.

RAC'IXG SEASON OPENS,
o
N'nw Orleans T.a
T"l
Tnr,
racing season at tins fair grounds
trnck, under auspices of the Businessmen's Racine: nssoointion

THIS IS A CASH RAISING SALE

$19.75

Get rid of that catarrh
while you can

Never be content to live on in that way sleeping with
mouth open, waking with that bad taste, coughing and spitting
all day, an easy mark for colds and every epidemic of throat
trouble that comes along.
)
Kondon's
esCatarrhal
used
and
Try
Jelly,
Send Tor free
teemed for thirty years for clearing '
2o treatment
heads, soothing angry membranes and
tin
v

sus Miranda, an employe of the
Denver and Rio Grande Western
railroad, was killed at 8 o'clock
this morning when he was struck
by a fast passenger train, three
miles west of here.
A negro, said to bo known as
Van Hibbs, was fatally hurt when
ho fell between the cars of a moving Santa Fo freight train in the
Pueblo yards at 2 o'clock this afternoon. Ho is believed to have
been "beating" his way here from
Denver, and lost his hold ns tho
train was pulling into the yards. IIo
died at a hospital late this

,

completely by morning, find you.
will feel
"They work
splendid.
while you Bleep." Cascarets never
stir you up or gripe like Salts, Pills,
Calomel, or Oil and they cost only
ten cents a box. Children love Cascarets too.

Catarrh gets to be a habit.
For goodness sake don't get used

tlly Thft AwHorhitfri PfffO

-.

I

30 Years Doing Good

is yours at reck klfam figures. MW1 BELAY. AST TCSAY.

i

$25.00, $27.50, $30.00 values now

in
The nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
tho world to physio your liver Rnrt
bowels when you have Dizzy Headache, Colds, Biliousness, Indigestion, or Upset, Acid Stomach is
candy-lik- e
"Cascarets." One or two
tonight will empty your bowels

IN

3rd

$13.75

$31.75

Sour Stomach, Bilious Liver

Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 2. Two men
are dead ns n result of two accidents on the railroads today. Je-

lOL'AY

Ifesday, January 3rd, we will offer to the mm and boys cf Albsiqscrqse

$42.50, $45.00, $47.50 values now

Constipated Bowels, Sick Headache,

For

RAILRQATJACCIDENTS

if

One Lot Young Ellen's Suits

Ijfjil

OF

(IJy Tllf Ansuciatrd Prefm.)
2.
Virt u" lly
Jan.

--

Beginning

ARRIVE

Dublin,

tht

s,

Page Three.

$10.00 UgIucs, now
$8.50 Mm, now .:
7J8 Values, now
$7.80 Values, now
$i00 Mies, now
$5.00 Values, now
$4.50 Values, now
$4.00 Values, now
$3.50 Values, now

BOY'S SUITS

$7.00; $22,50 Hakes, now
.$5.85! $20 J8 Values, now
$5.25 $17J0UaIues,now
$4.86 $15.00 Values, now
$4.20 $14.00 Values, now
$3,50 $12.50 Values, now
$3.15 $10.80 Values, now
$2,80 $9.50 Values, now

$2.45

This Lot Includes Silks, Fibre Silks and Flannels.
Substantial Reductions on AH Other Shirts.

Big

$18.85
.S15.C0
$13.10
S11.25

.$10.50

..$9.35
$7.50
$7.10

deductions on Underwear and
Sweaters

NO ALTERATIONS AT THESE PRICES

in

JLLflo

K

WASHBURN COMPANY
ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE CLOTHIERS

1 1

JJ

',
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Last February when the Kiwanis club launched its campaign to raise
$350,000 for a hotel there were plenty of men who said it could not be
done; that it was a fantastic 'dream" and that if that amount of money;

went into a local hotel building it would have to be outside capital:

The hotel committee, who had carefully Canvassed the situation;
knew not only that Albuquerque needed and must have the new hotel, in
order to insure prosperity and growth this year, but that a million dollars
of Albuquerque money could be had for a hotel building if necessary; t
v

we

In the middle of the distressing financial depression of last February
raised $198,000 in hotel stock subscriptions;
The campaign was

stopped; the enthusiasm waned; the proposition went cold.

campaign was resumed at the year end; Just as tKe Holiday
season opened, when every citizen had a right to urge the demands of
Yet with this handicap over $85,000 of the
business and personal affairs.
$150,000 required to complete the fund, has been subscribed;
TKe

Instead of the $100,000 maximum th'at some men, said was all we
could raise, there has been subscribed over $280,000, AND WE ARE GOING TO SECURE THE REST;
There are 1,500 citizens in Albuquerque wKo are amply able to sub
scribe $100 or more to the hotel stock who have, not been even solicited;

We Can Have the Help of 00 Salesmen
We Will Finish the Hotel Fund This Week
If

1

SIDNEY M. WEIL

i

man s Da ily Magazine Page
Serial Calendar

BEAUTY GHATS

FFIC2ENT liQUSEKEEPIK

By Edna Kent Forbes.

nails.

AvniJj-roiJsnF-

great many people ask rr. for
a formula for a
powder. I always write back that
I haven't any because It Is so much
easier to purchase a polishing pow-- i
der than It is to make one. Moat
polishing powders contain ovlde
of tin, which is perfectly harmless,
but sometimes hard to obtain at
drug stores. It la supposed to have
A

'

If

i

.

j

By LAURA A. KIRKMAJf.
Tuesday.
Tuesday club will meet with Mrs.
French at 2:45 p. m.
Monday Bridge club will meet
with Mrs. B. F. Copp at 2:80 p. m.
La Notre Bridge club will meet
with Mrs. Charles Roehl at 2:30
P. m.
Fortnightly Music elub meeting
at Woman's club at 8 p. m.

powder should ever be used more
than twice a week, and any powder should be washed off after the
nails are polished.
There are any number of polishing powders, tinted and untlnted,
in cake, powfljr or paste form.
My only advice would be for you
to choose some nationally known
variety, rather than something new
and unheard of.
There is a great fad this season
for tinting the nails. It Is of course
highly artificial, but It's rather
pretty If not overdone. You can
purchase any number of tints for
the nails. Usually the rouge comes
in the form of paste and after being polished In, it Is washed off
and another polish given with orpowder.
dinary white polishing
The only thing to avoid is usinij
too much, or using the rouge too
often. You do not want scarlet
nails on a white hand. If you have
a good healthy circulation, the
friction of the nail buffed will
make the naflu sufficiently pink.
If you polish the nails dally
with a buffer you will probably
find that you need not use any
powder at all. The glossy nail always looks well. You must simply
avoid a hard mirror-lik- e
glitter,
which is always In bad taste.

C. T.

THE FAMOUS F0UR
YOUNG STARS IN
PENROD PICTURES

11-

-
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CHAPTER

65.

Without in the least realizing
the change, Margaret Hayden ws
transformed within a few weeks
from a merely beautiful, dignified,
tho
Interesting young woman
mother of a young girl into a livwoma
ing, throbbing personality;
an, whoso cheeks paled and flushed
at nothing but her thoughts, who
smiled at herself. In the mirror,
and who walked softly through a

It
succession of roseate dreams.
has oil come about so simply.
C'r.ilg B'orrester's return, his question regarding Hudson Baker, then
the feeling of happiness.
Life suddenly ceased to be complicated. Margaret was satisfied
Just to live on enjoying to the utmost the feeling of content that
d come to her. She even forgot
to worry about Joan and almost
daclded to send for her and con-leshe had como to New York
to be young once more, to live as
never
he
could live In the town
where she was classed as old, be- ss

PAINFUL

THE

Read This Letter
Statement Which

Mothers
And

,.

i.

Follows

Portland, Indiana. "I was troubled
with irregularity and constipation and
lfiiieiinrtjtL?itii:i!M iwouid oiten nave
to lie down because of pains.
One Sunday my
aunt was visiting
us and she said

psil

her

took
girls
u.

Lydia

fnK-ham- 's

Vegetable
Compound and got
well, so mother
said she guessed
she would let me
try it It is doing
me good and I praise it hiRhiy. lou
are welcome to use thi3 letter as a
testimonial.
Newton, R.
E 8, Portland, Indiana.
You should carefully
Mothers
,
health. Advise
fuard yourdaughter'a
the danger which comes from
cold
or wot fcct,
etanding around with,
from liftingheavy articles, or overworking. Donotlether overstudy.
i
If she complains of headache, pains
in back or lower limbs, or if you notice a slowness of thought, nervousness or irritability on the part of your
daughter, give her careful attention,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound ia an excellent medicine
for your daughter to take, as it is
especially adapted torelieve juet such
Kemember it contains
symptoms.
nbthifis that can injure her.
tella

i

y

I

Y.W.C. A. AUTO

i

'

cause she was the mother of a
grown girl and had been, in a very
slight way, intimate with people
older than (She.
"I'll wait just a little longer,"
she said to herself.
"Perhaps she
wouldn't understand," then blushed violently at the thought implied.
Margaret had learned much
since her arrival in New York,
most of it from Mrs. Walters and
She had learned
her associates.
many of the secrets of the toilet
heretofore a locked book to her.
She had learned the art of being
perpetually fresh and charming,
learned to care for her beauty until it bloomed with added lustre
as the days passed, learned to love
soft powders and rare toilet waters,
fine linens, real laces silks and
satins. All these were no particular strain upon her purse, at least
.she could afford them without

Top to bottom, Wesley Barry, Sunshine Sammy Morrison, his sister Florence Morrison, and Gordon Griffith.
May 1 present the "famous four"
n
from "Punrud."
The
freckles is to play Penrod, the Morn
risons will play Herman and
and Gordon Griffith plays one
of 1'cnrod's friends of tho "detecka-tiv- e
agacy." Kach of these youngsters Is a film star in his own right.
Mr. Neilan had great difficulty
In finding two little darkies with the
rouuisito tnlont for portraying the
roles of Herman and Verman in
support of young Barry, but he
finally prevailed upon HnlRoach
to lend the services of Frederick
Krncst Morrison,
more poplarly
known to screen devotees as "Sunshine .Sammy," and also those of
Sammy's little sister, Florence.
Sammy, who recently became a
star after gaining screen fame with
"Snub" I'olhrd, takes the role of
lithad not spent her income, even Herman in "Penrod," while-hithoueh It never had been large, so tle sister, who wears trousers as
she could now be as dainty as she well as she does dresses, is to be
seen as Verman.
pleased.
Sometimes she thought of marNo doubt a bale of money will be
riage as she listened to tho talk
going on about her, and as she list- placed on Tarry Greb to W'in when
own
ened she formed her
ideas, the Pittsburgh boxer meet Chamfound her own viewpoint upon the pion Johnny Wilson in February.
She never would marry
subject.
One favorite motion picture
Just for money but as certainly she
would not marry a man who could actress received during the past
not give her at least as much as year a total of 9,471 letters from
she had now, and an added posi- audiences all over the world.
tion in society.
She flushed crimson when her
reached this point.
cogitations
Craig Forrester, dilettante, scion of
an old and aristocratic family,
wealthy, companionable and sought
her.
after, was very attractive to ownThat was as far as she got
ing he pleased her taste now grown
Don't try to cover or hide those
fastidious. Joan did not like him,
but would she like any man who f reckle3. Elack and White Beauty
paid her mother attention? Mar- Bleach will remove, them quickly
garet thought not. And now she And easily.
did not cringe at the idea' of disBlack and White Beauty Bleach,
pleasing Joan as she had in tho b fragrant, dainty cream, forma an
exnot
was
She
now,
living
past.
Invisible film that surely and safely
isting, and the very fact that she
was living gave her a sure inde- clears the akin of tan, freckles
pendence of thought and feeling and dark brown blotches. Use in
connection with Beauty Bleach,
unknown in the past.
Margaret marveled at the atti- the cleansing Jatlier of Black and
tude of the men she met, they White Soap.
seemed so inclined to flatter, to
All drug and 'department etores
pay attention, yet to evade any can
with Black and
serious attitude. It was with a Whitesupply youBleach,
60c; Black
Beauty
generous satisfaction she presently and White
Soap, 2C the cake.
came to realize that Craig Forrester was different; that he was more Write Dept. I, Plough, Memphis,
serious-mindeeven while more Tenn., for copy of your Birthday
and Dream Book, and leaflet
entertaining than the others.
"He isn't afraid some woman which tells you all about Black and
will marry him!" she said to her- WhitQ .toilet preparations.
self, "as are a lot of men. No
woman could attach him unless he
were
the
willing."
Someway
knowledge gave her pleasure. For
not only to her was Craig Forrester attractive, he was by way of
being lionized by many soolety
f
women, and was continuously ini'"""
vited to their homes, flattered, and
feted.
"The way women throw themselves at Craig is ridiculous," Mrs.
Walters once remarked to Margaret. "Can't they see that he Isn't
the sort of man to be caught by
such tactics?"
Margaret made no reply, but
BAD BREA
was pleased that Janet Walters
with all her worldly wisdom felt
as she, Margaret, did about Mr.
Forrester. He was fast becoming Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets Get
more than a mere friend to her. '
at the Cause and Remove It
She was frankly delighted when
with him, and now that she saw
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the subhim nearly every day she recognized the fact that she, if not in stitute for calomel, act gently on the
love, cared very much for him, bowels and pof'tivcly do the work.
his friendship.
People alilicted with bad breath find
quick relief through Dr. Edwards'Olive
d
Tablets. The pleasant,
ALASKAN INDIANS ARE
tablets are taken (or bad breath by all
FACING, HARD WINTER who know them.
'
'
V,
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act een- Chicago, Jan. 2. Indians In tly but firmly on the bowels and liver
Alaska's Interior are being forced stimulating them to natural action
to kill their dogs because Amerithe blood and gently purifying
can canneries have out so sharply clearing
They do that which
into their food supply that they the entire system.
have nothing to feed them, Bishop dangerous calomel does without any ol
Peter T. Howe, Episcopal bishop of Uie Dad alter eitects.
All the benefits of nasty, ackening:
Alaska, reported here.
Bishop
Rows Is on his way to Washington Siping cathartics are derived frorr
Olive Tablets without
to present the Indians' case to the
government.
griping, pain or any disagreeable effects
A closing order against commerEdwards
M.
discovered the
Dr. F.
cial fishing in the great rivers of formula after seventeen years of pracAlaska, effective September J oil tice among patients afflicted with bowe
this year, was Issued last Pecem-be- r and liver complaint, with the attendani
by the bureau of fisheries for
breath.
the protection of the Indian, but badOlive
Tablets are purely a veeetablt
Bishop Howe says the canneries
are working to get the order re- compound mixed with olive oil; vol
scinded and he is making this spe- win Know mem oy weir ouve color
cial trip to the states to fight a Take one or two every night for a weet
and note the effect, 13c and 30c.
reversal.
,
well-know-

Ver-ma-

s

BOASTS UNIOUE
SERVICECAREER

e

health-seekin-

Ila-ma-

l!

I

gray-haire-

Cuticura
The healthy
way. Dip brush In hot water and
rub on Cuticura Sop. Then make
lather on face and rub In for moment with fingers. Make a second
lathering and shave. Anoint any irritation with Cuticura Ointment, then
wash all off with Cuticura Soap.
Nothing better for sensitive skins.
Ewk Tim f HHI. Addran "etlort Life
tunb
rMrtM DapV lr,liali l,Mra." Bold
Snip 26o. OintmantffiwdHM. TlfOm!.
0ijFCulicura Soap hToi without am,

t7-vliir- a.

men and women, as
fjrow older, suffer
constantlyfrom little ills. Tho
cause is the poisons produced
by chronic constipation, resulting in headaches, depression,
bloating, sour stomach, bad
breath, etc. A single bottle of
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
will' prove to you that you can
so regulate yourself that elimination will occur promptly
every day. Increased doses
are not necessary. It is a combination of Egyptian Senna and
othersimple laxative herbs with
pepsin. Tho cost is only about
a cent a dose.

;v

and is today the largest selling
liquid laxative in the world, the
formula has never been improved upon. It is saferand better
for you than salts, minerals,
calomel, coal tar and such drastic
purgatives.

Half Ounce Bottle Free
--

Vcw

etcape constipation, so even If you do not
require a It xativa at this moment let me send!
Trial Bmilt of my Syrup
a
Jut
jh'Kfc'E OK CHARQE so that you will
fure it handy when needed. Simply send your
name and athireis to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 514
Xvaahineton St., Montkdlo III. Write me today.

In spite of tho fact that Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has
been on tho market !30 years

UTTLE

Seanty Contented1

BENNY'S
v,.

You are t!way confident
thai ynur lieautyhasbeei
developed to the highest
of its possthHilici after
mini! Gouraud's Oriental
Cream.
Stnd 15c. tor Triql Sizt

Lee p?j?3

K

Fd. I.
..'..tV.
.

i.t"
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a

wi
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I finished my book of Sherlock
Homes storing yestidday and ma
canio homo from down town and
she put her paekidges on the ball
rack und wawked back to the
kltchln without seeing me in the
paiier and I quick looked In the
packidges and snuck out and run
erround and went In tho back way
and wawked in the kitchin saying.
Hello ma, 1 see youvo bin buying
ribblns down town.
Wy, how do you know wnt I
hawt, you Jest came in tho back
way nnd havent even seen the
packidges, sei'l ma.
I deduct it, its very simple, I
know you
ribblns by tho peculiar little sppis on tho frunt of
your dress I m d.
My goodniss, wnt spots, I dont
seo eny spots, and cnyway, wats
spots got to do with ribhins? sed
ma, and I Ned, Ah, Its very simple,
ony you dont see it. madam, and
I also deduct you have a
big hole
In your slocking.
Wat nonseuis, I cant gess how
you knew I bawt ribblns but I
certeny have no hole in my slock-Ing- .
if theres one thine I never
do its to go out with a hole in my
stocking, sod ma, and I sed. Hut
madam its very simple, I deduct
you have a holo In ynur stocking
by the ink utane on your waist.
Wnt Ink Ktano, for mersy sake I
dont se, eny Ink stane, theres no
ink stane, I wunt you to stop sutch
crazy tawk, lint I cant Imagine
how you knew I bawt ribblns because 1 dident oven intend to buy
them wen I started.
Its very simple madam, T sed,
and wo is the hole in your stocking,
and ma sed. Xow stop that, I tell
you 1 have no hole in my mocking.
Then bow did you get your foot
In? I sed. IVing a old ioak but
not to ma, and site chased me out
of tlie kitchin but she still dont
know how I deducted about tho
nbbins.
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The Best Cough Syrup
Home-madis

e.

llere'i

n eiwy way in but f?, nd
yet have the beta ruuuh reiuea
you ever tried.

You've probably heard of this well
known plan of making cough syrup
at. homo.
Hut havo you ever used
it? Thousands of families, the world
over, feel that they could hardly keep
house without it.
It's simple anil
cliean, but the way it takes hold of a
cough will soon earn it a permanent
place in your home.
Into a pint bottle, pour 2 ounces!
of l'mex;, then add plain granulated
sugar syrup to (ill up the pint. Or,
if desired,
uso clarified
molasses,
honey, or corn syrup, instead of sujar
syrup, I'.ither way, it tastes good,
never spoils, and gives you a full pint
of better cough remedy than you
could buy ready-mad- e
for three tihies

its cost,

Tt is really wonderful how quickly
home-mad- e
remedy conquers a
cough usually in 'H hours or leas.
It seems to penetrate through every
air pnasage, loosens a dry, hoarse or
tight cough, lifts the phlegm, heals
the membranes, and gives almost immediate relief. Splendid for throat
tickle, hoarseness, croup, bronchitis
and bronchial asthma.
l'mex is a highly concentrated com-pound of genuine Norway pine ex-- ,
tract, and has been used for generations for throat and chest ailments.
To avoid disappointment ask your
druggist for "i'a ounces of Pinex"-witdirections, and don't accept anything elso. Oiiiaranteed to give absolute satisfaction or money refnuded.
The 1'ines Co., Ft. Wayne, Iud.
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Morning

MILADY MUST BE
RUSSIAN TODAY

fSk

ti

receive tlie
same healthful
nourishment
of babyhood
if you make
their luddings

A

K3

1

3

Rompers,

and

10c

pairs for

15c Lace, 2 yds.

$1.00
.05
$1.00
.09

$1 Towels, 3 for........
Handkerchiefs, 2 for. . . ,;
Ladies' Hose
Men's Hose, pair. . . . . .
THOUSANDS OF BIG VALUES FOR EVERY NEED.
5--

SALE
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UNITED
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and $1 Stores

Phone 299.

Condensed Milk

I,

.09
.05
.05
.09

Gloves, pair
Hose, pair

-

EAGLE BRAND

'

BE AT THE

UNITED
STORE
Thi3
at lO o'Clock WHY?

i
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d,
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d

Ho?!inu

IhK York

? THE BIG EVENT ?

pvp!

.1

West Central Ave.

..
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ervice For the

iris

of the World"

SERVICE FOR
Sick Girls;

sugar-coate-

Shave With Cuticcra Soap

''

MANY

tra'

well-beat-

1

GIRL HUD

people for constipation,
biliousness, head
aches, etc.

IIIESTI,

p
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X
IS WROUGHT IX
MARGARET.

dress-good-

Much used by elderly

ur
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A CHANGE
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By JANE PHELPS

Anxious: "I have spilled some
black liquid shoopollsh on a tan
Mrs. R. G.: "I noticed your velour dress.
Can you recomThanksgiving menu contained Al- mend
something to take out this
ligator I'ear Salad, but did not give
any special dressing to go with it. stain?"
When visiting In another part of
Answer: Rub lard well Into the
the country recently, I was served spot, then wash with soap and
with
but
Pear
warm
water.
Salad,
Alligator
Repeat this treatsome kind of dressing I had never ment until the stain is removed
eaten before; this dressing was But I would advise you to experimixed right at the table. Can you ment with a small sample of the
s
give me a recipe for it?"
before working on the
Answer: It is perfectly correct dress itself. Tut a little of the
STEAMER. STRIKES A ROCK.
to serve either Frenrh dressing or sarno shoepolish on tho
sample,
New York, Jnn. 2. The shipping
Mayonnaise with Alligator I'ear let dry,, then try to remove it as
freight steamship Westward
Salad, and I assumed that the above directed.
if
you succeed hoard
housekeeper would serve one of without injury to the color, you Ho struck a submersed rock while
theso with her salad on Thanksgiv- may feel safe In going ahead with passing throimh I t Gate on her
way in from Boston today, ripping
ing day. But there is another very tho dress.
delicious fruit salad dressing which
A. I. I).: "Ilnw can one remove a large hole In her bottom plates.
t have no doubt was the one to marks mado by cut
towed her to a pier.
glass on a Tugs
which you refer. This "very spe- walnut buffet?"
cial" kind is a good deal of trouble
Answer: Often a good furniture
to prepare, but well worth the ef- polish will cover up such
scratches.
fort:
becauso it contains dye or stain '
Whipped Cream Salad Dressing: enough to darken the wood which
Drain tho liquor from 1 can of lias neon bared. Another method
pineapple and also from 1 can of is this: Rub the marred part carepeaches. Put this liquor In the top fully with a fine
of sandof a doublo boiler (there should paper or steel wnol grado
and then brush
be 4 cup of each kind) and add away every particle of dust formed
to it
cup nf lemon Juice, a by sandpapering.
Now make a
pinch of salt and
cup of sugar; pad by
a small wad of
let boll three minutes (with the cotton In folding
a
soft
cloth
free from
boiler-to- p
placed directly on the lint. Wet tho pad with paraffin TAKE
boiler-toinnil and then with
range), then put the
to the bottom of tho boiler (In tho surface with theshellac. Touch
using no
which is rapidly boiling water), pressure, and do not pad,
lift tho pad
Take 'Tape's Dlnpepsln" now!
and add to it 2
ecrcs, wiien rubbing, as air will cloud tile In fivo minutcs-Yostomach feels
stirring until tho mixture coats the shellac if it gets under tho pad. fino. Don't but her what
upset your
spoon. Now removo it from the Several
be stomach or which portion
repetitions
may
of the
range and chill. At mealtime take nccessnry fnr the desired col- food did tho
If
stomdamage.
your
this chilled mixture to the table or. This leaves a shinv sur- ach ia
sour, gassy and upset, and
and fold into it 4 cup of heavy face, hut if the entire
of what you Just ato has fermented
piece
crenm which has been whipped furniture is then
polished, it will into stubborn lumps; head dizzv
until stiff.
(Or, if desired, the make a uniform surface.
Many and
you belch gases
and
whipped 'cream may be folded Into housekeepers buy a tube of regular acids aches;
and eructate undigested food
tho prepared mixture in the kitchartists' oil paint the same color
.lust take a llttlo Rape's Diapepsin
en).
Top each portion of fruit as their furniture and fill up a and in five minutes
wonder
with a little of this dressing.
(It scratch or marred spot with this what became of the you
Indigestion
may be served with any kind of before applying the oil and shellac, and
distress. Millions of men and
fruit, but is perhaps most delicious or even before applying furniture women
know that it is needon pear salads.)
polish.
less to have a bad stomach. A little
Diapcpsin occasionally keeps this
dollcnto
regulated and they
slan styles are more suitable for eat their organ
favorite foods without
winter wear. Pictured here is a fear. If your
stomach doesn't tnke
dashing outfit of gray astrakhan care of your liberal limit without
which makes the wearer look very rebellion; if
Is a damage
like a Cossack soldier. The coat is Instead of ayour food
help, remember the
built on much the same lines as
most
harmless
the Cossack's and the hat of as- quickest, is surest,
rape's Diapcpsin, which
trakhan and the leather boots com- antacid
costs only sixty cents for a large
Almost the busiest automobile. In plete the illusion.
case at drug stores.
Albuquerque is that belonging to
the Y. W. C. A. As it stands demtJre
E. Z. VOGT AND FAMILY
ACTRESS TELLS SECRET
and glossy parked before the assoMOVE TO LOS ANGELES
ciation headquarters 1t appears to
lead a tame existence. It really
Tells How to Darken Gray Hair
boasts a varied career of service, (Speclnl
With a IIoiuc-.Mad- o
to The .tournnl.)
Mixture,
however.
Ramah, N. M., Jan. 2. Mr. and
Two years ago the national board Mrs. E. Z.
the
well
known
Jolcey
Williams,
have
and
Vogt
family
of tho Young Woman's Christian
American
actress, recently made
association decided to do something moved to Los Angeles where Mr.
the following statement about gray
g
for the
girl in the Vogt will engage In tho livestock
southwest. As a pioneer movement loan business. Ho sold his cnttle hair and how to darken it, with a
home-mad- o
they decided to establish an exper- to the Crockett Brothers of
mixture:
h
imental
station in Albuquerque.
Ilub-bcto
and
his
Lorenzo
"Anyone can prepar a simple
sheep
Thoy bought a car and engaged a
mixture at home that will gradualof Ganado, Ariz.
Since her work was 4x
secretary.
Spencer and Burgess of Califor- ly darken gray, streaked or faded
be that of greeting nnd befriending; tho newcomers, she. was known nia have leased his ranch adjoinhair, and mako it soft and glossy.
as tho hospitality secretary."
ing Hamuli and extending for six To
a half pint of water add 1 ounce
The little rar'has been tho secre- miles south.
of bay rum, a small box of Harbo
are
and
the
Fpenccr
Burgess
aid.
faithful
has
taken
It
tary's
Compound, and 4 ounce of glygirls to fsnnitoria from tho trains.. purchasers of thu Xabor Mirabal cerine.
It has done errands, given outings, sheep and ranches, one of the largThee Ingredients can be boueht
to convalescent girls, helped them! est outfits in the western part of at any drug
store at. very little cost.
to hunt rooms and carried the sec- tho state, and will use tho Vogt Apply to the hair twice
a week unas their headquarters.
retary on her visits of friendliness. ranch
til tho desired shade is obtained.
Mr. Vogt has been custodian of Tills will make a
To many a convalescent girls it valperiant "chug-chug- "
monument, son look twenty years younger. It
nnd the half hour Kl Morro national
vfeit from the secretary are all that president of the Ramah Commerdoes not color the
is not
serve to break a long and dreary! cial club and as one of the direr-tor- s sticky or greasy and scalp,
does not rub
of tho McKinley County off."
This Christmas the
stay In bed.
Y. W.
ns Santa' Chamber of Commerce he was acC. A. ear acted
Claus. Nearly a hundred gay col- tive in tho building up of this porored
nnd
baskets
evergreen tion of the country.
I..,
Claire T. Smith of Ramah.
a
branches were taken to shut-i- n
craduate of tho University of Michgirls.
After two years of continuous igan and an
man, has
service during which over BUO girls been recommended by Mr. Vogt as
custodian
of Kl Morro national
convalescent were taken for rides
and 800 were visited, it was decid- monument, or Inscription Rock, as
ed to retire the car honorably from it is often called.
service and to purchase a new automobile. Although the national
Boston's newest hotel Is to have
board has helped to a great extent one entire bedroom floor reserved
to start this work the bulk of it has for the exclusive use o women
been turned over to tho local asso- traveling alone.
ciation for support.
Albuquerque
has the distinction of carrying on
a unique piece of service for the
mini ,ipf hiuwjji juijw n ia nu
girl health-seekeANSWEKED
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SYRUP PEPSIN IN OLD AGE

Groceries seem to appeal to
women when purchased from the
front of the counter. Few of our
younger business women choose
this branch of commercial work
a career.
In fact, Miss Ida R.
Leonard of Sullivan, Indiana, was
thrust Into it, rather than making
a deliberato choice of It; but once
in, she recommends
it to any
young woman who has a talent for
detail or for management.
"A clean grocery store, with
packages all in an orderly row,
with goods displayed to the bent
advantage and the fragrant odor
of good coffee rising above It all,
ought to atfenl to the housewifely instincts of any girl," she says.
Miss Leonard is the solo owner
and general manager of one of the
largest retail grocery stores In
southern Indiana.

STOMACH MISERY.

v

THE.HEW GENERATION

GROCERY BUSINESS IS
IDEAL ONE FOR WOMEN

T

Blond: The sort of curlers you
have been using are very bad because they will make the hair
break and split. If you will dampen the hair slightly and roll
strands of it around soft kid curlers, you 'will have a soft natural
f ' 1
But It will take,
looking wave.
longer to do this way. In fact,
your hair is evidently not In good
condition at the moment, you had
better not try to wave it at all for
Folisli your nails every Uay.
a while. Do not wear rats or puffs
the quality of making the nails with your hair if you want it to be
Even the best of these
soft and of Eivlni? them a smooth healthy.
But no are heating to the scalp.
gloss which is desirable.
si

'
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BY FXOISE.
my lady's politlc.il
leanings may be her costume can
bo a reflection of It. If she favors
Japan she may wear the wide fasleeves. If China Is her
vorite she may wear mandarin
styles and It she Is sentimental aboui
the Balkan states the new peasa
blouses which tuck In and s i
trimmed with riotous colors will e
her choice, If she Is revolutloni
In spirit she may choose the po
Russian costumes.
These are lndsed a happy ch u.
r,
for
for the Rus un
native costumes aro designed f i
wear Jn cold climates and ib'r
American adaptation of the ',uj-- I

Whatever

Well Girls;
Girls in Business;

School Girls;
Any

Girl;

Girls Traveling;
Anywhere

The Board of Directors of the Albuquerque Y. W. C. A. Solicits Your Support.
Mrs. W. H. Long
Mrs. G. W. Bond
Mrs. D. S. Hill
Dr. Evelyn Frisbie
Mrs. Ella Lebar
Mrs. Roy Slamm
Mrs. E. J. Strong:
Mrs. Roy Graham
Mrs. A. B. McMillen

mld-wlnte-
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Mrs. E. L. Moulton
Mrs. J. E. Elder
Mrs. H. B. Jamison
Mrs. E. T. Lasseter
Miss Hazel Hawllins
Miss Ruth Hill
Miss Emma Auferoth
IWrs. T. P. Hansen
Mrs. A. B. Stroup

Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss

C. M.
D. A.
E. B.

Barber
Bittner
Garcia

H. F. Labelle
J. R. McCoIlum

Martha Valliant

Mrs. S. A. Bright
Miss Gertrude Thompson
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PENROSE,

velopment, is said to be ablo to measure exactly
both the quantity and the quality of love by recording the effect of a lady's presence on the one she
desires, or of the effect of the lover's presence on
tho lady of his dreams.
How the "tclegraphone" works is simplicity itself.
You have but to adjust it over the heart of the one
of whose affection you are in doubt and then watch
it flutter.
The inventor declares it will prove of
Incalculable value to humanity by preventing loveless and consequently unhappy marriages.
But to make the invention a real and lasting
benefit to the world It should have also a contrivance by means of which the affections, having been
discovered, might be induced to remain put and not
so easily transferred as they are now.
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IT BE BETTER TO INVEST

IN

SAM HILL

SPARE CHANGE IN GROCERIES

GUI 110
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DISCARD CLAIMS
Director of Dance Reform
Believes the Crest of the
Wave of "Wiggling" Has
Been Reached.
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RIPPUSG RHYMES
By WALT MASON.

NEW YEAR VOW.

pay.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

Hip-ocra-

V

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

Wig-glly-

'

Austria-Hungar-

ITS GREAT FLAW.

Entirely out of date along with other soothsaying pushed overboard by the march of Bclence
) the old and romantio but rather unreliable method
bjr which maidens used to seek to discover whether
they were loved or not pulling off the petals of a
daisy.

Ths lovelorn maiden of the future, instead of
mutilating a harmless flower or writing to the lovelorn column, will purchase or borrow a "telegra-phone-

."

The "telegraphone," whose invention has Just
been announced by the Society for Electrical De- -

--
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Chicago, Jan. 2. "The Jazz" is
slowly but surely going into the
discard, according to a statement
Issued here by the Fenton Bott, of
Dayton, O., director of dance reform of the American National Association. Masters of Dancing.
"The 'Fox Trot' is the dance that
receives the most abuse by the
dancer," says the statement, "and
it is the 'Fox Trot' music as written and played in 'Jazz' fashion,
that causes the dancer to abuse
this popular dance. Thero Is nothing wrong with the 'Fox Trot' or
the steps of the 'Fox Trot.' but It is
a conceded fact among all teachers of dancing that the oriental
suegestlveness and broken time In
the Fox Trot Jazz music, together
with the lack of sufficient supervision, is responsible for the downward trend of the dance.
"The American National1 Assoc-tio- n
of Masters of Dancing began
two years ago. to work for cleaner
dancing. Hundreds of welfare associations, thousands of college
deans, police women everywhere
nnd finally the public dance hall
proprietors are listed In the work
with us. We nil feel and hopo that
the crest of the wave of this disgusting wriggling 'Jazz' has been
reached nnd reports to us from
every part of the country show
'clean dancing'
crusades
being
started everywhere.
"All exaggerated movements especially of the upper parts of the
bodv, are in very bad taste In so
cial dancing, nnd are never found
with true refinement nnd cul
ture."
Nine don'ts nre are given In the
statement.
They are:
"Don't permit vulgar Jazz urn- -
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MHS. AXXA K. 1UGIIFS
Chicago, 111.
Mrs. Anna K. Hughes, 22 West
Elm St., Chicago, an artist who
a wide and enviable reputation for skill in china painting, in
relating the facts of her remarkable
experience with Tanlac'; says:
"I haven't enjoyed such good
health or felt so well In every way
in years as I do now. llefore I
took Tanlac I was eo run down
that half nn hour at my work
would tire me completely out and
I was actually so nervous and weak
that at times tho brush would fall
from my hands anc i would have
to quit work for the rest of the day.
Every night I would lie awake for
hours, miserable and nervous.
"My improvement after the first
few doses of Tanlac was rapid and
constant.
I'nv, happy to say I'm
well nnd strong now and feel better than in twenty years. Tanlac
en-Jo- ys

'shimmy' or 'toddle'
dancing should not be tolerated.
"Don't permit dancers to take
either exceptionally long or short
steps.
"Don't dance from the waist up;
dance from the waist down.
"Don't permit suggestive movements.
"Don't permit dancers to copy
tho extremes thnt are now used
on tho modern stage. "

H
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Of pledges I havo mnde no
Seas were not made tt swim In; shallow Btrcams
Flowing through shadow, dappled with dim light, string; Just one resolve I've scored:
bo our playgrounds, as the deep sea teems
This, year I won't buv unvlhin
In a few days the Unitsd States mint will begin Those
that 1 can't well afford. In byMenacing, sullen shapes that haunt tho sight
gone years I blew my cash for
turning out silver dollars of a new design, the first Now and again divers dive down for dreams
To como up calm from knowledge ot Its night. Junk and gilded brick; I'd buy up
novelty of the kind in many years. They have alany kind ot trash that I could get
Stewart Mitchell in The Dial.
ready received the popular name of "peace dollars,"
on tick.
Henceforth I'll pay for
the
to
original design, which showed an eagle,
owing
thin and that before I take it home,
an olive branch and a broken sword. The latter
and if I can't afford a hat, I'll have
a naked dome. For it Is better far
feature was the cause of considerable unfavorable
to walk and have a painful corn,
criticism.
It is charged that a broken sword Is a
than drive a motor round a block,
YOU CAN SPFI.L IT EITHER WAV.
of
or
dishonor.
surrender
defeat,
symbol
and toot a costly horn, and know
is much in evidence these days.
There are those who say that America has New York Telegraph.
you owe for oil and gas, for tirea
3
A
4,
you run all day, and that tho cltiJ
sheathed her sword and is advocating agreements
zens you pass are waiting for their
WE HAVE REACHED THE LIMIT.
that may make it unnecessary ever to draw the
This Is the time that most people's fiscal year
weapon again from the scabbard, but that she has ends. It Just has to. Cleveland Plaindealer.
4
not broken her sword, which has served her so well
HIS GERMAN IS FLAWLESS.
in the past A vanquished foe tenders his broken
The federal Judgo over in Ohio who sent a mall
sword in token of submission. This is not always robber
to the
for 67 years seems able to
the case, of course. General Robert E. Lee ten- express himselfpenitentiary
clearly in a long sentence. Pittsdered his sword to General Grant, but did not break burgh Gazette-TimeBy Howard B. Garl
It, and the Union commander promptly handed it
back to the southern chief. Many similar historical
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
events have been recorded.
Newspaper Syndicate.
The designer, Anthony de Franclsci, says the
SVMPATnV FOR INDIA OR HATRED FOR
I NCiE WIGGILV AND THE
severed sword is a weapon of defense, but not of
ENGLAND?
JUG ICICLE.
offense.
"Above the sword, from which the point
has been broken, stands the American eagle, and
the
Johnnie and Billle Bushytall, the
Chicago Tribune.)
(From
If a body of Englishmen sent resolutions to the two squirrels, and Sammio
surely the eagle can never be used to represent
Little-tai- l,
Japanese in California pledging their aid In defydefeat."
tho rabbit chap, were out
con
the
which
state
of
laws
that
the
ing
Japanese
to
the criticism the broken sword has tend discriminate
Owing
against them unjustly, what would, playing in the snow. They frisked
been omitted from the design. Probably this is ue ine
ieeiing or Americans : ii is not nara xo an- about, dodging behind trees nnd
wise, although few persons would have carried their swer that, and we should like the
leaping through the white drifts.
who have Just pledged themselves as Americans to For each wore a warm coat of fur
objections to the point of refusing to accept the the
and
aid
to
of
did not mind the cold nor the
Indian
rebels
the
against British rule
dollars. That is not the American way.
review their position from the same angle.
frosty, white flakes.
"Oh, look at this big Icicle!"
Sympathy for the cause of Irish independence
as he skipped
among Americans of Irish descent was understood cried Johnnie,
THE FATE OF KINGS.
's
and even its extreme expression condoned. But a around the corner of Uncle
to
hollow
no
aid
rebellion
has
of
Indian
pledge
subjects
bungalow and
stump
The head that wears a crown still lies uneasy, such Justification or excuse. Wo do not think it saw, banging from the roof, a
Just as it did In Shakespeare's day and for ages be- comes from a study of the claims of the Indians to large icicle. Tho day before had
independence or from any unbiased consideration been warm and the snow on the
fore that. For a little time former Euperor Charles of
whether the masses of
would be benefited roof had melted, running down
of Austria-Hungar- y
that was dreamed that he might by a return to native rule.India
It comes from hatred drop by drop. Then the weather
be
still
king: but what with the clamor and turmoil of England, a sentiment which may be Justified grew colder, and ns each drop fell
with which Europe Is still resounding it has become from the standpoint of Ireland, but which certainly it froze until they had all frozen
ought not to bo Indulged in at the expense of the into a long stick, or cane, called
an evil day for kings.
peace and friendly relations of the United States. an icicle.
Strangely enough, however, It seems to be the Americans who do not put any consideration before
"Isn't it a Jolly big one?" chatof
those
once
were
who
his subjects, as well that of America wish to preserve peace and friendly tered Billle Bushytail.
opinion
relations
"It's as long as Uncle Wlggily's
with
every country, including England.
as othtrs versed In the lore of kingship, that when
who cherish hatred of another country rheumatism crutch!" said Sammle.
an Individual has once been king he always retains Americans
because of wrongs done some people not American
"And the same shape," added
a sort of kingly taint. He must even as a private are to that extent disloyal to America.
Johnnie, "with the thick part on
one
leadof
end where Uncle Wlggily puts
citizen be treated as king. Hence by common conthe
for
Indian
the
Sympathy
aspirations
sent Charles of the House of Hapsburg is to be ers is Justifiable, though it ought to be based on a It under his paw."
"Oh, I know what we can do!"
knowledge of the conditions of India and
treated as other kings and emperors have been greater
Its history than most Americans possess. Our own cried Billle.
treated when they had outlived their usefulness. He opinion is that the masses of the Indian people
"What can we do?" asked his
has been banished. And so in years to come when would be much worse off under native rule than brother and Kammle.
under
"We can take down this big
But whatever one's opinion on this
schoolboy students of history recite the long list of questionBritish.
may be, there can be no doubt in the mind icicle," said Billle, "color It red
kings and potentates who ended their declining days of any thoroughgoing American that men who sup- and blue, like Uncle Wlggily's
In exile, they will conclude the list by adding: "And port revolt in England territories because they hate crutch, and fool him with it."
"How?" asked Sammle.
y
also Emperor Charles of
who was England are not friends of America.
Jxiyaltles and rancors which have their source
"Why, after we take the Icicle
banished to the Madeira Islands."
In other countries are inimical to our country. They down we'll color It with red ink
In the meantime if Charles Is familiar with the will be resented by every true American.
and blue ink," explained the squir
writings of the chief chronicler of kings and kings'
states, he may find consolation In some excellent
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1321 by uuorgs
passages In Shakespeare on the life and death of
The
of
exile
monotony
may be somewhat
kings.
relieved in pondering on the words of King

C&POftT OCX?
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THE NEW PEACE DOIJ.ARS.

How some have been deposed; some slain in war;
Soma haunted by the ghosts they have deposed;
Some poisoned by their wives; some sleeping
killed;
. , ,
All murdered:
.
."
Grim food for meditation this is, to be sure;
but to a king in exile it may prove comforting.

f

"Don t permit young men to hold
V, .'.
their partners tightly.
Is sold In Albuquerque by
"Don't permit partners to dance theTanlac
and all
Alvarado
Pharmacy
with cheeks close or touching.
other leading druggists every"Don't permit 'neck holds.'
where. Adv.

VERSE OF TODAY

Richard II:
For God's sake, let us sit upon the ground
And tell sad stories of the death of kings:

HIE

'

(B, Tbo Asoclntcd Press.)

Opening of railroad communication between Anchorage and Fairbanks, Alaska, thus connecting the
southwestern coast of the great peninsula with the
Yukon river district, Is probably as great an event
in American pioneering history as has happened
since the opening of the Union Pacific railroad and
the consequent development of the American wost.
This railroad, among its other achievements, will
bring within reach of settlers the famous Susltna
valley, an extremely fertile area larger than the state
of Iowa and approaching the size of Iowa and
Nebraska combined.
Contrary to the once rather
general impression, now being slowly dispelled by
the facts, the climate in this part of Alaska is such
that domestic animals live and thrive through the
winter without .shelter. The soil and general agri
cultural conditions in the region are equal to that
of the Scandinavian countries, which have, for centuries, supported populations running into the millions. As a dairy and beef cattle country, experts
say, it has a very promising future.
Tho railroad also brings within reach the largest
placer gold mining region of the world in the vicinity of Fairbanks and the Tanana river. This never
has been greatly developed because of the scarcity
of food, a condition directly traceable, of course, to
the lack of transportation. Surveys made show that
a moderate, though not an extraordinary, return
may be expected from this region for many years
to come. Placer mining, as is well known, does not
require the expensive equipment and hence does not
call for the large capital that quartz mining does.
Tho railroad, in this way, offers a poor man's opportunity to the adventurously inclined.
A branch taps the greatest coal field ever discovered west of Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
Veins are reported as running from 60 to 70 feet
In thickness.
The coal is high grade.
All in all, tho opening of this railroad in what
has aptly been called "The Land of Tomorrow,"
probably transcends in Importance a good deal of
what we call current history.
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AIiASKA'S NEW RAILROAD,

Tenrose Is dead. His ashes should bo
permitted to rest in peace. Ho belonged to an er.i
when commercial enterprises, in process of expansion, took charge of politics. Penrose represented
special interests, not through disloyalty to America
or a desire to subvert the government, but because
he thought In terms of business, associated with its
premiers, and saw lifo through their glasses.
Penrose believed wholeheartedly in special privilege. The old doctrine of special favorites of the
gods had given place in his mind to the doctrine
of the special favorites of the government.
He believed that those who possessed tho ability to do
things should be favored by the law, in especial
ways, to aid their accomplishment.
The senator did not realize, apparently, that the
strong need little help; that the tendency Is for
them to become too strong and so overwelgh the
balances of Justice. He seemed to forget that It
is the weak who should be tho special objects of
governmental solicitude, that the scales of Justice
may be kept even.
We believe that men of the Penrose type are
passing, without being replaced In kind. More and
more our statesmen are seeing in terms of all of
the people.
Senator Tenrose was a useful man In many ways.
He possessed real ability and often used It in the
cause of Justice. Ho intended never to do othermachine polwise, perhaps. He was an
itician who did the practical things necessary to
hold his machine together and finance its fortunes.
The new ideals in politics are taking firmer root.
Success through service to the people is tho more
satisfying way. It is more permanent.
If Penrose knew he was dying, it would be inA SHRINE.
teresting to know his death-be- d
appraisal of the
real value of the struggle he had undergone to Think In what fashion this one man could rise
From colli dust, coffined up against decay.
achieve and maintain what the world terms "success." We suspect that all the glory of it faded For To find his solitary place a way
eyes.
stupid feet and trivial,
away and that his little acts of service and kindli- These nolHy rooks in blue, staringd
skies
ness rose before him to give what satisfaction he
Would have recalled for him all rapt delay
Pleasure occasions death and Judgment day;
had as he saw the book of lifo closing.
Ills second choice was silence, where he lies.
Senator

WOULDN'T
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I've decked myself In brave

attire, In silken sox and shirts, and
anything I might desire I'd buy
nnd now it hurts; for merchant
princes stare at me, their aspect
daunts and chills; I hear them say,
"You owe me three why don't
you pay your bills?" And letters
como to my abode, stern documents that say, "Some seven bones
you long have oved
why not
como and pay?" A long,
long
timo I have endured rebuffs at
every store, and now such troubles
must be cured I'll buy on tlek no
more. Like prudent lads I will behave, my wages I won't blow; and
if I can't afford a shave I'll let
my
whiskers

grow.

rel chap. "We can leave places
on It without coloring them and
they'll be the white parts. Then
when we have It all done we'll
stand It In Uncle Wlggily's hall.
He'll think the big icicle Is his
rheumatism crutch; he'll start to
hop on It, and he'll slip down and
bump his pink, twinkling nose!"
"Oh, that will be lots of fun!"
laughed Johnnie and Sammle. I
suppose they meant it would be
fun for them not for the bunny.
Sr. the squirrel boys and the
rabbit hoy broke off the big, frosty
Icicle In one long piece. It was,
indeed, like Uncle Wlggily's rheumatism crutch.
Then Vjohnnle,
BIlllo and Sammle, getting some
red and blue ink, colored the icicle
like a barber pole.
"Now we'll set It in Uncle Wlggily's front hall and when he starts
out to look for an adventure, as
he does every day, he'll take this
Icicle crutch instead of his own
and he'll slip like anything!"
lauirbed Billle.
Well, the squirrel and rabbit
boys managed to get the big Icicle
Into Uncle Wlggily's front hall
without being found out.
They
set it up in a corner and took the
real rheumatism crutch away.
"Now we'll hide behind the hat
rack and wait for what happens,"
whispered Billle.
Tho animal boys hid themselves
where they could look out and see
when Uncle Wlggily took the big
Icicle crutch. A little later they
heard the bunny gentleman in his
bungalow speaking to Nurse Jane.
"I think I'll go for a little hop
over the snow," said the bunny
gentleman.
"Well, take your rheumatism
crutch so you won't stumble and
fall," advised the muskrat lady
housekeeper.
"Yes, I'll do that," Uncle Wlggily said.
"Oh, won't he be fooled when
be takes up this big colored Icicle
Instead of his crutch!" chuckled
Billle to his brother and Rammle.
But before Uncle Wlggily could

Mtttbew Adams
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of racking pain.'
Sloan's Lini.
mcnt handy and apply when
you first feel the ache or pain.
C WJDS RTGX A CATCHFU.
It quickly eases the nam ancJ srnrfa
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 2. The St. a
feeling of warmth through the
Louis Nationals have signed Center
Sloan's Liniment penetrates
Vlek of the Fnlverslty of Michigan, aching part.
i
who was selected by Wralter Camp wiir.am ruootng.
for
Fine, too,
rheumatism, neuratgia,
as a member
of the mythical
and
sciatica,
stiff
sprains
strains,
American football team. Vlck is
joints.
lame back and sore muscles.
a catcher.
For forty years pain's enemy. Ask
The Brooklyn (N. T.) chamber your neighbor.
,
of commerce has decided to admit
m au druggists 35c, 70c, J1.40J 1
women to membership in the or
ganization.
misery
AVOrDthe bottle
of

,

that the bunny's pink nose
kled

twin-

upside down.

So once again Mr. Longoars wns

saved, and it the cow lady doesn't
blow her horn so loudly in the
night that she wakes up the sleeping car on the railroad, I'll tell
you next about Uncle Wlggily and
tho snow "house.

EMHl

CIef

Yonr Complexion of pimples, R'
nd other facial disfigurement.
freeir Dr. Hobeon's Eczema. Oint-ment Good for eczema, itching skin,
uu uiucr nfuil troubles.
Oi
ll,

ff
Use

JUohsoa's Family Remedies.

Dr.Hobsotfs

mm
mm

i,u,ra naa absolute proof that
can b healed In all cllmatei
Results
are nation-widFor further particulars
addrefS THE INHALANT METHOD CO..
Suite 609 Union Leaitue Bldg., Key No.
32, Los Angeles, Calif.
jLir.

fcnytshkenekte

Rcfan

CATARRH
of the
BLADDER

by THE INHALANT METHOD.

Hiey broke off the

Lief

had melted a little on one end,
slipped down and fell with a crash
right on tho Wolf. The big icicle
broke into a dozen pieces and one
large chunk hit the Wolf on his

nose.
"Oh, wow! Oh, wow!" howled
the Wolf. "What's this? Uncle
Wiggily's rheumatism crutch came
to life and banged me on the head!
Oh, this must be magic!
Oh, I'm
going away!" And out he ran, not
one.
biting any
Uncle Wlggily and Nurse Jane
came running out into the hall.
They saw the broken icicle and
the animal boys, and they caught
a glimpse of the Wolf running
away.
"Did you boys scare the bad
chap?" asked the bunny.
"No, it was your big icicle!"
chattered Billle. And then he told
of the trick they had tried to play.
"Well, everything happened for
the best!" laughed Uncle Wlggily,
as he found ' his regular crutch.
"I'll forgive you." Then Johnnie,
BUlie and Sammio helped Nurse
Jane pick up the broken Icicle,
and Uncle Wlggily laughed so hard
at the way the Wolf was frightened
&

THIS MONTH

NO. 3

!mi tSTy

RICHNESS

OF

VTITE SULK.

A second

mistaken idea about Pasteurized
that it
is not as rloli as ordinary milk. A test taken atmilk is
any time will
this
disprove,
The renson for the assumption Is
scientifically.
this: When ordinary milk Is brought to the plant, the cream
on It has already begun to rise.
The action of the steam In
the Pasteurizer brenks up this
and distributes the
cream throughout tho milk. Afterprocess
that the cream rises more
when
and
It
reaches
slowly
the consumer the top of the bottlo
naliirully does not show the thickness of cream notieablo In
ordinary milk. Ilut tho cream is there in tho body of tho milk
neverthesless, and there is no danger that when tho cream Is
poured off nothing will be left but skim milk.
matters not
at oil from whnt depth of tho bottle the milkIt comes
every
drop has Its share of butter fat.
Jf the milk be left for a day and used the following morning, one will find a thickness of cream equal to any milk. .

RATHE
ALBUQUERQUE CO-O- P
DAIRY ASSOCIAT OF.
321

North Second.

Patent Office)

rS

Each Canttule mima
bears name
nfrrKmtrtibi

INTIMATE TALKS ON MILK

frosty icicle

LOOVS.

J

SLOAN'S GETS 'EM !

EczemaQintmeat

Trade Mark Registered U.

IT OWE.R, IP VcxJ
tJoKT Mind

the hall the front

door of his bui'galow opened and
In came tho Wuozle Wolf.
The
animal boys had forgotten to lock
the door after they sneaked in,
and so tho Wolf could enter.
"Oh, ho!" growled the Wolf, as
he saw the red and blue icicle In
tho corner of the hall. "Here Is
Uncle Wiggily's crutch, and ho
can't be far away. It's lucky the
door was open or I never could
have gotten in. I'll Just hide that
crutch, and when Undo Wlggily
comes out to look for it he'll be so
surprised to find It gone that 1 can
easily grab him and nibble his
ears."
In fear and trembling the animal boys, hidden behind the hat
rack, watched the Wolf. Oh, how
sorry they were for, having left the
door open.
The Wolf reached out his paws
to take away what he thought was
Uncle Wiggily's rheumatism crutch
when, all at once, the icicle, which

ACHES AND PAINS

KSPIl
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By Gene Byrnei
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Let's start in right now to make
this the biggest and busiest year
in the history of Albuquerque.
Don't wait any longer about
buying that house. Do it now!
We have some cxceeptionally
good values in homes; also income properties. We have several rooming houses, apartment
houses and business properties
for sale. Also trackage property, vacant lots, ranches, etc.
MOST EVERYTHING IN THE
WAY OF HEAL. ESTATE.
Get that lot without further
delay. No safer investment
locally than money invested In
a good lot. We have them for
sale in all parts of the city.
Some good ones in University
Heights and Terrace Additions.
Soma of these can be bought
on very easy terms $10 down
and J10.00 per month.
Let us show you what ws have.
Call us for an appointment.

FEW HOUSES FOR RENT
D. T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insurance.
210 V. Gold.
Phone 007--
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Realtors,

MKHT

THAT I

CHANCE

A.

LKK HIH IbUT IP VTAf
IN- KNOW I'LL CET
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eEATUP.'

OUR FOUR WISHES
But a

With

W

SltiRlo

Thought.

HAPPINESS
WISH NO.

1

WISH NO. 2.

That we may have the pleasure
of showing you how you can
own your own homu on easy
payments.

'192?

by tNT'L Feature

Service,

hCi

WISH NO. 8.

That
FOR REXT

A. REAL HOME
Consisting of five rooms, bath
sleeping porch and basement. Hot
furnished
air heat. Beautifully
with new furniture throughout.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

8CDDEN 8KBV1CK.
The Red Arrow (all over th. West) render, audden service on Kodak finishing
to peopl. who demand Quality. Work
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day,
THH RED AKROW,
E. Las Vega,
Albuquerque
(We want
repreientatlra in TO'JH
territory.)

"SCfME BARGAINS"
frame
$1,100
frame
$1,250
adobe, large lot... $1,500

FLEISCD, Resltor

all It, hrauchea, Loan,,
Surety Bonds.
South Fourth Street, Next to P. O.
4.
i'hnne
In

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for It? Also figure on this
home? Iarge
dandy three-roonew garage; and see It you
don't feel better in 1922.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.
Realtors.
216 W. Gold.
Phone 459--

Start the New Year right with a
home of your own. How's this?
Seven-roobrick stucco, steam
floors, built-i- n
heat, hardwood
features, lot 150x300 feet. Located In the heart of the best
residence section of the Fourth
ward. Priced at
bed-roc-

60rTH

EDITH STREET
PROPERTY,
house, near Central
lot, outbuildavenue;
ings. Can be had on easy terms.
Price $3,000.
SMALL, CENTRAL AVENUE
RESTURANT
Good business, good lease, $500
will buy it. Just the place for
two people to handle. See us at
once.
DIF.CKMANN REALTY CO.
Heal Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Phone 670.
309 W. Gold.

That will appeal to you, new

MOUND.

Mr. and Mrs. pat Paeheco and
children motored down from Kouh-le- r,
New Mexico, last Sunday, and
are spending the week here as the
guests of Mrs. Pacheco's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Aguilar.
Miss Fae Brewer returned Sunday morning from Canon City,
Colo., where she spent Christmas
week with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R. E. Brewer.
Miss Davis came in Monday from
her home in Albuquerque, and will
spend several days here visiting Mr.
and Mrs. 1'.' K. Moore.
Miss Beujah Hargrave returned
to her home In Watrous, New Mexico, Thursday, after visiting here
for a few days as the guest of Miss
,veva Gibson.
A musical
entertainment was
given in the TJ. B. church Wednes
day evening by Mrs. Charles
O'Malley, of East Las Vegas, assisted by her daughter. Miss Josephine O'Malley, and Clem Sanford.
The program was given under the
auspices of the Christian Endeavor
society of the church for the purpose of raising money to pay the
premium on the church insurance,
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Eutsler are
the parents of a baby daughter
who arrived at their home last
Monday night, December 26.
Mesdames J. II
Messrs. and
Sterrett. B. C. Eutsler, C. F. Kruse
P. E. Moore and Miss Gladie Kruse
were guests at Christmas dinner at
the ranch home of Mr. ana Airs.
R. I. Sterrett last Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Epimenlo Martinez
returned home Wednesday from
Koehter, N. M where they spent
Christmas with their daughter, Mrs
I'M Mares, nnd family.
Fred Arellano and Sera fin Abeyta
returned to their homes at Ocate,
after
N. M.. Sunday
morning,
spending several days here as the
.
1
Mrs.
Mr.
and
of
guests
l. oan
tistevan and family.
M. Gibson, manager of the
company,
Ranchers' Telephone
moved the telephone office this
week from the hotel on Main street
to the building formerly occupied
the A. Medina Grocery com
,by
nanv.
Mrs. W. Fremont Osborne and
Miss Blancfle Osborne went down to
the Meadow City" Friday morning
and made a short visit there shop
ping. They returned home Satur
1

'

l'OIt BALE Edison machine ami forty. FOK KENT Five
five records: good aa new.
Phone
sleeping porch.
Z404-J-

Z40i-J6-

.

Fresh pgfrs, SOo per d'ozen.
Ely's Poultry Yard. 623 South F.lchth,

lies.

FOIt SALE OK KENT Singer sewing
machine. The Exchange, 120 YVeBt
Onld, jihone 1111.
FOIt SALE Mahogany davenport table.
electric vibrator and sma size electric
Iron.
Phone 1G0R-.fOK SALE Used tractors,
6
and
with gang plows.
Hardware Depart
ment J. Korhet a Co.
Oil SALE Master Economy heater, cost
M5; will sell tor SL'O: In aood condi
tion.
M7 West Silver.
FOK SALE Brand new ..IS S. & V. spec
ial and .38 Colt automatic revolvers, at
bargain. Phone 2362-FOK SALE Fresh milk In halt Ballon
and gallons. 30c and 60c; fresh ranch
ecus. 7r,c.
Phone 1974-J- .
JUST RECEIVED a lante conslcnment
of plnons. 15c the pound. Robert
1114 West Central.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. Thete
is on'y one place to obtain It. Albuquerque Dairy Association. Phone 3r,l.
FOK SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Swayne's Dairy, phone Iifl5-BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albuquerque Dairy Association butter; If
your grocer can not supply you, call at
1
the dairy,
North Second.
SOFT SPOTS
arch cushions
Hea"d
prevent fallen insteps; cures all foot
troubles, 1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thoa.
F. Kelcher Leather Co.. 408 VVest.Central.
FOK SALE Fresh, corn-fe- d
porlj; whole
or half horr; half will averirge about
W. B.
seventy pounds; 18o a pound,
Hicks, phone 250, J. C. Penney Store.
ASBESTOS
HOOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 11 per gal110
lon.
The Mazano
South
Co.,
WaMiut, phone 1834 J. Try a built up
roof, will last as lnng as the building.
FOR BALE
Five hundred shares of City
E ectric Railway, below par.
Dc. R.
L. Hust, N. T. Armljo building.

EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pti- r,
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottage Paint,
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co., 40S West Centraf. chon lof7-- J.
USE

MONEY TO LOAN
aoMiV

TO LOAN On watches, diamonds, guns and everything valuable
B. Marcus, 21 3 South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
flnv nlfrhr.
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable, con.
Mrs. Saloml Chavez, Mrs. David fldintlul. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.,105 N. 1st
Fernandez and M. N. fihavez left CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaFernandez and M. N. Chavez left monds watches. Liberty bonds, plants,
Hnp nolo., in response to a tele automobiles. Lowest rates. Kothman's
cram announcing the accidental 117 Bouth First. Bonded to th state.
kllllnc of Mrs. Chavez' son, Abenl FOR RENT
Office Rootm
clo Chavez. No details of his death
KOH KKNT
Three very desirable office
wprn frlven.
rooms,
and
water: will rent
light, heat
J. E. Munro, connected with the
or as a whole. A. B. Milner,
extension service department of the separately
8 1 ft '4
West
Centraf, phone D28.
New Mexico agricultural college,
town
in
week
this
a
few
days
spent

en business affecting the affalrg of
the county agricultural agent. reMr. and Mrs. Alfonso Aguilar
turned to their home in Santa Fe,
N. M Wednesday, after a few days'
visit liere with the former's par-

Mr.

Mattress renovating
and

HATTKKSS

BISNOVATINU,

$J 60

up.

Itug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur
nlture packing. Phoue 471. Ervln Bed-fllnCompany.

TYPEWRITERS

ents, Mayor and Mrs. J. R. Aguilar. T YTEW KITE ItB A n' makes overhauled
Justice of the Peace Saul Padllla
and repaired. Ribbon
for every mahas been dangerously ill for several chine. Albuquerque Typewriter Exto
be
J
Is
122
but
South Fntinh.
slowly
change,
phone
reported
days,
convalescing.
FOR
H03--

SALE

Unless she foregoes her official
income Princess
Mary will continue to draw, after her marriago,
the annual sum of $30,000. This Is
provided under the civil list act of
1910 for each
daughter of the
eoverelrn "who attains the age of
e
twenty-onyears or marries." She
draws it1 as long as she lives.
The fashion for ladles to decor
ate their faces with patches began
in the time of Queen Elizabeth
and prevailed during succeeding
ran
reigns. When party feeling
Queen
high during the dreign of women
politically-mindeAnne,
used patches as party symbols, the
whigs patching on the right and
the tortes on the left side of their
faces.

POUND SALE
On Tuesday, the
third day of
January, 1922, at 10 a. m.. In front
of the city hall on North Second
street, I will sell one black mule,
about 12 years old, will weigh 900
pounds, 17 hands high.

Real Estate

l'Oll SALE r'lne 60 foot lot on Easi
silver at reduced price. J. A. Ham
I
mond. 24 East Silver.

FOR RENT
FOU KENT
11

Foil

KENT

Foil

KENT

garage.

Ilanch.
West Central.

--

Ranchei
Apply

M.

ilandell,

LEGAL NOJJCE

In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County. New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Rosa

Ortiz de Armljo. deceased.
Notice Is 'lereby (riven that the
undersigned was, on the 29th day
or jjecemDer. 1921. duly appointed
Administrator of the estate of Rosa
Ortiz de Armljo, deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
and having qualified as such ad
ministrator, all persons having
claims against the estate of said de
cedent are hereby notified and 'required to present the same to the
In the manner and
undersigned
within the time prescribed by law.
Dated December 30th, 1921.
ALBERTO It. AR.IIJO,

AIro one buckskin
horse, will
Administrator
weigh about 700 pounds, 14 hands
10
liiKh, about
years, brand on left
Women
left
and
pass
,
thish
hip.
through mental
J. R. QALTTSHA,
stages nt the ages of twenty-eigh- t,
e
thirty-fivand forty-fivCity Marshal.
e.

house; bath,
220 North

furnished house.

Two-roo-

1300 Kortb

with sleeping porch,

house, furnished.
Arno, or phone

Five-roo-

at 822 South
Inquire
.

1340-K-

FOK SALE
phone

High.

room

FOK HEN'T
house, at 128 North Fourth.

Tour-roo-

Dr.

FOrt RENT
1008

Nicely furnished house at
Bouth Arno,
Call at 1702 East

Orand.
Foil, RENT Five-rooed; r'"H reasonable.
v ainur. W'
FOK RDNT

at

228

Modern

houBe, unfurnish

Apply
bin

212

North
house

North Walter; rent very reason- -

FOK KENT
Five rooms furnished, sleep
Ing porch, bath, also garage.
Apply
625 South Arno.
Three-rooFOU KENT
furnished house
sleeping porch, 25; key at 706 East
Kant a Fe.
FOK KENT Four-roomodern house,
two screened
and garage.
porcheg
Phone U38-W- .
FOK KENT Three-roohouse with
Biassed sleeping porch, furnished, $45.

five-roo-

D,

Phone

657.

Keleher, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.

410.

For

with Board

Rent-Room- s

inosTTTNrTiioXfrrcTiir'vvT
IIOOM

AND

m

brick, white finish, furnace,
oak floors, built-i- n
features, garLuna district. Price only
in
age,
$5,250; good terms.
R. Mctl VGllAN. Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans, Insurance.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-J.

Rooms

H0.60

Phone 1720-J.NJi.'Ir'.I.Y
furnished iooii, with board;
private family; no ick. 1027 Forre.t.r.
noME.
$500.00, Torn
FOR SALE
ROOM AND HOARD with sleeping porch.
A classy, five-rooand sleeping Bcntson
Kawt Central.
adjoining Imth.
Ranch, Old Town bouleporch, hardwood floors, built-i- n
Foil ItKN I' Canvas el.-- inn porch, with
stucco
garhouse,
vard;
locabnanl, J p) a week. 1: ')7 Eint Central.
features, fine lot, splendid
all kinds of fruit, airalfa,
tion, heat; 1500.00 cash, balance age;
ACCOMMODATE
one gentleman
etc. Sell all or part of same, also CAN
as rent.
convalescent. Apply Cna de Oro, s!3
nine acre tract, cultivated. Ad- VVeBtCoh.
J. I GIIX, Real Estate.
O. Box 13G, Old Town. CAN ACCOMMODATE
one or two lady
Phono 723-- J.
115 8. Second. dress p. 2417
R-- l
or 348.
Phones
vtnodescents. In private home. Phone

Furnished

homo, completely furnished, including
piano, walks,
lawn, trees, barns, etc. Right on
car line. Terms, too.
J. L. PIIIIXIPS, Real Estate.
110 H. Third.
Phono 354--

A modern

FOR RENT
KUll
FOK

Kibis
HE NT

FOR SALE
41&

UJ I IT V T
tultli nrWil- WmiiluH..,!
lege uf parlor; garage available, Phone
.

ilENT

apartments-o-

Second.
FOU ULiST

Good
n

furnished

first

floor.

n

tli

JSorlU

Light housekeeping room,
with sleeping porch, close In.
South Arno.
AOIt
i
Furnished roorm; also can
ary birds for sale. 218 South Wal'er,
phone lyiv-- J
Phono 15C8-FOK liENT Furnished light housekiup
FOK KENT
lng room for lady, $10 per month. 4o3
Unfurnished four rooms and
sleeping porch, good modern house. South Edith.
1122 South Arno.
FOR HENT Two nice large clean well
FOK KENT A modern furnished four-rooventilated bed rooms: furnace heat.
house, $40 a month. 721 South 10S South Arno.
V2H
Edith. Apply
South Edith.
f'OK UlVi.' bleeping rooms for gentle
men employed, $8.00 up: no sick. 818
FOK KENT
A
furnished house,
and one acre of land under irrigation, West Silver.
with fruit trees. 905 South Fourth--,
FOU RENT Large outside room, suitFour-rooFOK KENT
able for sleeping ur housekeeping, 414
mouse, bath and
sleeping porch, with garage. 828 North West Gold.
626
North Sixth.
Eighth. Inquire
FOIt RENT Nicely furnished room, In
modern home. Mrs. Fred llamm, 623
WEM, furnished cement block bungalow, glassed sleeping porch, gunny and North Second.
warm; reasonable. Apply 218 Bouth High. FOR RENT Nicely
furnished room,
FOU HENT Modern
close In, two blocks from postofflce; no
three, four and
five-roohouses and apartments: sick. 417 West Lead.
some furnished.
W. H. MoMllllon, !0
FOR RENT Nicely furnished ruom, outWest Gold.
side entrance; also garage; no sick.
Three-rooFOU KENT
furnished cot- - 1111 North Second.
tatfc; bath, sleeping porch, 714 East FOR KENT Furnished room with sltep-ln- g
Hazeldlne.
Call at 702 South High,
porch. Near good boarding houte.
phone 1310-R- .
21a North High.
FOK RENT Furnished brick house, 1DO0
STATE HOTEL.
Light housekeeping
South Edith, two rooms and glassed-i- n
rooms for rent. Under new managesleeping porch, garage. Call at 806 West ment. Fourth and Central.
Marquette.
room for gentleman,
FOU KENT Two
nice
modern four- - DESIRABLE
210
bath, outside entrance.
room houses at 1416 and 1421 South
North Walter.
In
one
also
Arno;
glassed
sleep
n
FOR RENT Room and glassed-isleeping porch unfurnished.
224 South
ing porch, gentleman
only.
FOU RENT Four-roohouse, front and Walter.
Phone 2272-J- .
back porches,
completely furnished;
mortem; two blocks from postofflce; no FOR RENT Furnished front room, five
blocks from postofflce; private ensick.
Key at 703 West Stiver.
trance. 401 south Seventh.
FOU RENT Neatly rurnlsr,ed four-roo16
RENT Housekeeping rooms and
FOR
modern brick dwelling at
North
Eleventh street; nice sleeping porch and
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
va& big
110 Bouth Walnut. .
now
children.
per montn;
yard; rent
cant. City Realty Co., 207 West Gold, IMPERIAL, ROOMS I'lce, clean rooms;
fiB7.
phone
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, 21 lft West Central.
AUTOMOBILES,
RENT- - Glassed-in
FOR
porch and two
EXPEHT Kaciiator Repairing. O. X.
airy rooms; board across street. 114
Sheet Metal Works, 216 North Third. North
1881-Maple, phone
Bute
FOR BALE K-- r
tuurlng car; ELGIN HOTEL Sieepink rooms and
flnt-clas- a
Co..
condition. Bond-DlUo- n
apartments, by the day
housekeeping
city.
West Central.
week ur month. f02
FOK SALE OR TliADE Ford car, 1920
123 North FOK RENT One room and glassed south
condition.
model, In A-- l
side
steeping
completely furporch,
Thirteenth.
nished for housekeeping. 616 West Coal.
FOR SALE Some extia good uied cara;
unfurnished
RENT Two nice
easy tcrmi. Mclntoih Auto Co 908 FOR
rooms with bath and large sleeping
Went Central.
815 West Mountain Hoad. Phone
FOR SALE Oldsmublle ilz, in excel porch.
303-lent condition; a bargain; cash oi
WOODWORTH
termn.
Newly furnished, nice,
1304 West Central, phone 1488-olean rooms and housekeeping apartFOR BALEWIU sell Chevrolet touring ments,
week or month. 312
by
day.
car reasonable, or Trill trade (or Ford South Third.
runabout. 302 South Broartay.
RENT
FOR
Nicely furnished front room
FOR SALE Ford light truck, $160; one-to- n
with or without Bleeping porch;
Ford truck, $300, worm drlvt; 5
or
one
two gentlemen; close In,
for
IlRht Bulck, $590. 118 Weit Gold.
416 South Third.
FOK SALE
$75 cash takes this Ford; FOB RENT Two
housekeeping room
motor In good shape, good tires, body
with sleeping porch, light snd water,
224 North
fair; must be sold today..
118 month; also one furnished1 cottage
High.
with sleeping porch, light and water.
SEE McINTOSH AUTO COMPANY for 215 month. Phone 1511-used ilres. all slzeo, used parts; Maxwell, gtudebaker, Reo and Chalmers cars.
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
608 West Centrnl.
FOK SALE Two pure White African
WANTED USED CARS
guinea roosters. Phone 2402-JWH PAT CASH for used carl of any
make, regardless of condition. Viaduct WE BUY POULTRY AND RABBITS
302 South
all kinds. Phone 8U-Oarage, 600 South BeconAU
Broadway.
FOR SALE Furniture
FOR BALE Entlr stock puro bred S. C.
r emirles;
R. I. Reds, breeding pens
FOR SALE Edison machine. In A- -l
also a fine lot of bronze turkeys. M.
condition. 810 North Thirteenth.
H. B. Wntkins, phone 2416-JFURNITURE REPAIRING and upholster-Ing- ;
POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
phone 471. Ervln Deddlng Co. RED
tt. C. R. I. Reds. Ringlet Barred Hocks,
FOK ."LEWardr-s,aresser- s,
child's cockerels for breeding,
fresh ground green
desk, bone. 413 West Atlantic, phone na-- .
chair, peUoM.ai tables, roll-to- p
chiffonier, and large amount of used FOK SALE
Eight thoroughbred Barred
furniture. 125 South' First.
Rock hens, twenty thoroughbred 8. C
FOR SALE Furniture at factory prices Rhode Island
Red hens; also two nice
which makes It cost less than tecond
Orpington cockerels. 1311 South
hand goods, Come and gee for yourself. Buff
1668-JJ
Edith, phone
American Furniture Co., S28 South
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Red
a superb lot of cocks and cockerels for
sale. Book orders now, ror a
CARPENTERING
CHICKS; by to doing, you Insure de : 'v ' y
Pl'TTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN. exact data desired, C. P. Hay, 236
Ai . kind of work rhone 1(17 J.
High.
WANTED
Odd Jobs carpentering, painting and roof repairing. Phone 1451-PgESSM AK1 NG
.u
BUILDING,
alterations, repairing; large WANTED Plain sewing. Phone 1
or
r
Jobs
small! work by contract
by
1220
the day: careful mechanics and reason WANTED Plain aewlug.
Edith.
able prices; work guaranteed; estimates
rreo. ran 1766-PLAIN BE WING Children's drei
specialty. Phone 1218.
WANTED Ranches
HEMSTITCHING, pleating. William-llnery- .'
200 8outh Broadway, ph.
To leuse for one to five years,
WANTED
small ranch, with good house, close In, PLEATING, accordion, side anc
i.or If could get satisfactory terms would
N. Crane, 216
mall orders.
buy. Address Box G, z, B, cara journal. Seventh; Crana Apartments, phon-

Houses

FuH tiALU Uy owner, four-roohoun.
Inquire 1015 West Fruit
b'OK HALE
brick house. on
North Edith. Thone 24U1-KFOK UALU Urick,
$8,000, nUa large
rooms, ISO Incume, unfurnliheU; owiur
llvci In two. lZi South Kdlth,
FOU SAiE On eiiay terms,
modern bungalow; will take guod lom
or real eitute paper. Phone 204U-FUK SALE Uy owner, new modern
houie, near Kobtnion park, $j00
cash, 60 per munth. l'hono UHi-FUK bALE Five-roofrima, modtra.
convenient for two tamlliep; Iirgi lot;
east front; highlands. Phone 1669-FOR SALE By owner, one room coUgi
with screened porch; lot 85 ft. y 14
ft.; city water; IJ0U cash. Inqulro
South High.
FUK SAl.kiiy owner, 71J West Coal,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, 2
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms if decired. Phone 1803-FUK SALE Jiy owuer, two room cot'
tage with sleeping porch and garage
city water at 700; $200 cash, balance
like rent. Inquire 1902 South High at.
FUK SALK UK KENT Six brana new
four-roocorner Ninth and
houses,
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F, H. Strong, or U C. lien
nett. Phones 75 or 145.
fou
FuH SALE House,
rooms and
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, front and
baok porch; big busemunt; furnace; com
pltttuly furnished; large lot; this Is i
good buy; easy terms. Address box C,
care Journal.
UY OWNER,
modern house In
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire
ened
three
scr,
porches,
place, large
light, airy bed rooi a with extra large
on
east
fronts
with
lot
closets,
large
lawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
terms If desired, phone
condition;
1977--

HAKE OPPORTUNITY.
ONE of Albuquerque's best homes con
sisting of 10 rooms with glassed-tsleeping porch, fireplace, T bath rooms,
maple floors, ull built-i- n features, steam
heat, laundry room, fruit room; corner
lot with fine lawn, roses and trees, double garage.
For further Information, P.
O. Box 182, Albuquerque, N. M.

FOR RENT

Apartments

FOR KENT Completely furnished two- room apartment, with porch. Call 1213
East Central.
FOK RENT Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; no nick.
724 South Second.
.
FOK RENT Small
115H
apartment,
North Sycamore; suitable for one per
son. Call at 224 South Edith.
FOK KENT Three-rooapartment and
bath, partly furnished. Apply 806 North
Eighth, after la o'clock.
F'Oll KENT Two large sunny rooms,
furnished for light housekeeping. 417
South Walter. Phone 1K03-FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping
porch, unfurnished; private entrance;
no small children, 208 North Walnut.
FOK RENT Two
light housekeeping
rooms with sleeping porch, clean snd
801
entrance.
North
sunny; private
Eighth.
FOR RENT Two rooms and kitchenette,
well furnished;
modern; two blocks
from postofflce; no sick. Inquire 703
West Sliver.
FOR KENT Furnished
three rooms,
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
water and light furnished. Apply 1005
West Central.
FOR KENT Two small steam-heate- d
furnished apartments, apartment 8 at
1211 and apartment t at 1215 West
Roma, 'phone 490-furFOK KENT Two and . three-roonished apartments, hot and , ild watir
and steam heat; light and telephone paid.
421 South Broadway.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished apartment
for housekeeping; modern, except heat,
located at 524 West Coal avenue, In- Jiulre at RIB South Sixth.
Three-rooT
FOl
apartment,
moiiwv, completely furnished, close In;
water paid, phone furnished; no children
Phone 1660-J- , before 10 a, in., or after (
P.

m.

"business chances

FOR SALE
Garage, best location Id
town. Phone 879.
FOR SALE Small rooming house; long
lease. Address Cora, care Journal.
FOR BAI.E-- d Small grocery and five-roowelling. Call at 816 South Seventh.
FOR fc'ALE A meat market; everything
complete. Call at 1105 East Central,
phone 765-FOR SALE One ot the best business
Properties In Albuquerque. 215 South
First Street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
to take part Interest In art busi
ness; small investment required; must

LADY

b willing to travel; pleasant work and
good money. Pustofflce box Hit, Winds-lo-

Arizona.

ro.;

HELP WANTED

TREES

FROM

Kui.ni.

Room and garage.
North Fourth.
KlSNT Furnished
toum,
heat. 3u7 Suuih Walter.
FOK KENT .Nice lurnished roomi. Uohi
fcuuin seconu, pnone sl'u-j- .
FUK KENT Three furnished houstkeep- iiifef room g. HI tf North Fourth' atroet.
FOK KENT Nice
lurmshtd ruuni, in
modern home, $20. til 6 West Lead
Two furnished roomi, for
FOK KENT
light housekeeping, bul Bouth Fourth.
FUKNlhllEU rooms, hot water heat; no
414 West Silver.
sick; no children.
FOK KEN 1 iwo furnished front rooms
for housekeeping. 60 j South Second
KOn" RENT Furnished "two 'small mod
ern housekeeping rooms.
73 South
Edith.
i t ii-jtOK

FRUIT

SHADE TREES AND ORNAALBUMENTALS
QUERQUE NURSERIES .
Get Your Order In Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. TOXJNO & CO.
N. M.
AlbuquerqUH,

Roomi

FOK

VI

WISH NO. 4.

are using this means
ot extending
to our many
friends and customers
That

A

we

Happy and Prosperous
NEW YEAR

UoAKU, all conveniences,

bit South Broadwuy.
unit board;
i'Ull HUNT-liu.

;:--

Seven

the pleasure
of protecting your homes with
our strong Fire insurance
we may have

Salesmen at Tour Service:

Wfpk.

A HOME

ot

Phone

Won't Found so had If you are
protected with good Insurance. Let
us call and tell you about our
company which has been writing
Vllin INSURANCE nearly 70
years.
J. A. IIAMMOXD,
82 Knst .Silver.
I'houo 1522-R- .

oru

223 W. Gold.

156.

J,

Realtors.
Gold.

PAYS BETTER

WHAT

Than a good rooming house In
Albuquerque?
Let us show you a good, large
house, where a few roomern
will carry your Investment and
also give you a home. Enyy
.payments. Sickness compels the
owner to sacrifice. This is your
opportunity, grasp It.

Buy a lot In on of the Anderson Additions, Addition No. 1,
on North Fourth street. Addition No. 2, on North Eighth
street. Room (or garden and
chickens: J20 down- - and $10
per month.

Third and

Insurance.
Phone

U413-R-

SAL- E- Lady's new fur coat, nlco
for auto: will sell reasonable.
80S
Smith Fdlth.
FOK SALE Light
spring wagon and
harness; also good stock saddle. Phone

New Year Right

Franklin & Co,

A. L MARTIN CO,
Real Estate, Fire and Auto

Five-roo-

Four-roo-

FOR

Start the

J.

2109-H-

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

THE FIRE ALARM

START RIGHT

....

modern, 4th ward. $3,500
& WORSIIAM,
McDOXAIiD
SALE
FOR QUICK
Estate Insurance.
Wo have a fine new bungalow of PhonoReal
0BG-108 S. Third.
four rooms and sleeping porch,
priced right, with easy terms.
Floors are hardwood; light and
FOR RENT Dwelling
tatti fixtures, better than the FOR SALE- - 'Miscellaneous foil HUNT Small tour room house furFOR
SALE
Phone
"Sargum" hoy.
average. Large lot, garage, sidenished. Dll South Elm.
walks. Fourth ward.
modern
FOK KENT
TRY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN
JtOl.MV E. GlfinilDGE,
8M East Silver, phone 1622-314 VV. Gold. I'lrnne
Phono 102:1.
SALE OR KENT
Furnished or unDENVER POST dellvereft nt your door, FOK
furnished house. Apply 21 Eait
oo per month.
Phone 1949--

WAGON

tt

WELL.-THER-

That all those good people ot
Albuquerque who have a hobby
ot saving rent receipts will
see fit to buy a little love nest
of their own during 1022.

f 4.000
white 110000 bungalow,
built-i- n
hardwood floors,
features,
Fourth ward, new, "
$4,000 Double cottage, three rooms, bath,
glassed porch on each side, completely
furnished, rents fur $80 per month;
East Central.
cement block bungalow,
$6,000
bookcase,
modern, fireplace, built-i- n
buffet, furnace; Fourth ward.

A.

-I

& CO,

LEVERETT-ZAP- F

A MAN WAITING
THERE
OUT til DEC FOR VOU HE
HELL. EAT "YOU UP
WHEN VOU COME GUT;

CIT PAID FER

I

,By George McManut

lOll by the International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Office.

Is?

FOR SALE

Insurance

-

"YOUR PARDON

THINK IT
AO VI tAOLE. FOR VOU
TO tTA( IN
IR1.
BUT

L tNE7SK

OUT CFOJ?E:

Cl"H home
HOW bORE-.HE

IJGT"S GO!!!

A

Copyright,

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Male.
Boy to work after school ana
Saturday, l'nlte-- In to It Store.
WANTED Chef and man iok. Employ
nirnt office. 11U South Third, phone
WANTED

354--

or
Hoy
meet trains
hotel.
West Central.

WANTED
-

18

fr

19

years old to
Inquire Gem,

F1KEMEN, BHAKKMEN,
latvr 1250 monthly.

beginners U.0,
Write Kail way,
care Morning Journal
WANTED Salesmen to sell electric apeo. C.
pliances on commission basis.
Albright, 118 Harvard avenue, University Hciph t
WANTED
First class dry goods man for
large country store. Must understand
Ppanlsh fairly well, and have knowledge
of
Dependable
general merchandise.
references required. Good pay for vtglit
man. Do not apply unless willing t j hit
the ball. Address E. 1a M., care

FOR

Female

ply The Ficonomlst
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
Apply mornings, 1101 West Tljeras.
WANTED
Girl to wash dishes and do
housework. 511 Routh Broadway.
WANTED
Girl for general housework.
Hee Mr. Hicks. J. C. Penney Co., Store,
WANTED Competent woman for wash
Phone
ing. and laundry, "at house.

fh-

,.

4. ".
i

J. F, VANLANDINGHAM
WILLIAM

J, LEVERETT

CHARLES

G.

ZAPF

1207 Kast

PROFESSIONAL
JOHN W.

llllttlS.
WILSON,

CARDS

Attorney,
and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-PIIVSK1ANS AM HUKUsMINH.
8. I. Ul RTON,
Diseases of toe Stomach.
Suite, t. Bartiett Building.
1K. 8. C. CLARKE,
and Thront.
Kye, Kar, No
Barnett Building.
Phone 13).
Office Hours
to IS a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m.
DR. lUAKGAUhT
CART Vt RIGHT.
2.
Residence 1123 Eust Central. Phone S71.
n
'OK HEMT-por- ch Elegant gl
Phone 571.
sleeping
and
,oard In private
mo for Kentleman; furnace heat: homey
M. D.
W.
M.
SHERIDAN,
atmosphere. 11 Mulberry, phone 1478-I'ractloo Limited to
EXCELLENT board and sleeping porches.
GKNITO
I'lUNAKY DISEASES
ulhern exposure: all modern conven
iences. $40 per month, or 12 per day. AND DISEASJKS
OF TJJK SKIN
In Connection.
tYasNermun
Phone 24H8-RE. Wennlps.
".e ras It,

17

.

modern

accommodations

for

healtliseeker, In country home; special
care given to bed patient; close to car
line. AdrliTHs Box
city.

rhone
CHIROPRACTORS

Citizens Bank Bldg.

MIUA.MONTES-ON-TME-MES-

A

for tubercular
:onvalescents; graduate nurse In at
tendance; rates by the week or month,
7400-J1- .
SANATORIUM-HOTE-

Call
NEWLY

U and

H88.

Chirnpractor.
2U Armljo Hull din.

tUH SAUL

Livestock

FURNISHED KOOMS, with FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying
rabbits. 710 West Lead.
steam hent. hot and cold water, two
first-clas- s
dining rooms, with best of FOR BALE Very gentle driving mare;
homo cooking,
Mrs. HiKKlns. 21:2ft East
also single harnecs. 1301 North First,
Central. Occidental Building.
FOR HALE Fresh young cow, giving
three gallons milk. 717 Bouth Arno.
UKSKftVATIONH
m uy
he had at St.
1H70-WJohn's Sanatorium (TCplseopal) : rates,
SALE
Cheap, thoroughbred New
ANTl'.D
to assist with $17.60 to ?25 per wpk; lncludfs private FOR
Young girl
Zealand
rabbits; will trade for chick-er- a
In family or two. room with sleeping porch, connected to
housework, half-dayor plffeons.
Phone 2417-Ris west Maruie.
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
SALE
Gentle driving horse, city
A cook In a family of four; Kfpral
WANTED
nursing; excellent meais. tray FOR
for anything
broken, or will trade
good wages to right party.
Mrs. D. service; no extras. All rooms hav steam worth
the money. Phne 24')2-J- .
boat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
FOU
SALE
W.
H.
Best
Phone
grade young Duroc Jer
Zlegler, Superintendent,
WANTED
At once, girl to care for child
sey hogs for breeding purposes or the
two years old. Call room 12, State in.
market.
Address
Charles K. Raff, Los
Hotel, nfter 6 p. m., phone 629-.Lunsa, N. M.
WANTED Miscellaneous
WANTED
Women or man and wife to
Ft)R SALE Or trade
for hogs, god
snare furnished cotlaire with owner; WANTED
Cuttle
feed. Phone
work horse, weight about 1100; -- An be
240S-H3- .
conveniently located . Address A. Z., care
seen at C. W. Hunter ranch, north end
.Journal.
l''UR tucking and serving dinners and Rio f.randa blvd. Phone 2409-R-WANTED Reliable American woman for
parties, phone 1SS9-W- ,
HuRSES FOR SALE We have some
cooKlnir and general housework. Ap
WANTED
Cord
good work horses and mules for sale.
wood inw first ciasfl
ply mornings, between 10 and 11.
716
310 North Broadway.
2ti'S-R-Prices are cheap;
condition.
Phone
est Copper.
also heavy set of harness and heavy sad
SL'N.SHIN'E
wet
and
it.
wash; die for sale.
ugh dry
WANTED
Competent American nurse,
nil hand work.
Phone I'lij-.for two young children.
Apply Mrs.
I'O'l SALE Ten head of Missouri mulvi
AND CENERAL HAUL-1NLeopold
Meyer, 116 South Fourteenth, tiCAVKNGEK
ten head of work horses and mares
R"asonablu rates. E. A. Griffith, and
pnone lioff.
twelve head of Holstain and Jersey
722 East Iron, phone 233D-R- .
EARN BOARD
Room and $10
month
milk cows, for sale cheap or will trade on
while attending school; catalogue free WELDING AND Cl'TTI.Nti of metals, town lots. Cows at corner of Mountain
also welders' supplies and carbide for mud and Fourth ; miles and horses at
Business College, 906
South
Mackay
sale. N. M. Hteel Co.. Inc.. phone 197-M- .
M.iln, Los Angeles.
Bell's Livery Stable. Phone 842-or 45.
WANTED
-Secondhand
furniture
WANTED
and
Ladles all over Nrw McxKo
trunks. We buy everything in houseto tak orders for my medallions; good
LOST
AND
FOUND
Itnx's Hnrgaln Store, 315
goods.
Write rtn for particulars.
pay.
Harry hold
LOST Lady's Shrine brooch pin. Finder
South First.
Phone boa.
t.ea, 65 xorin second, AlbiquTque
return to W. B.
C. Penney
New 'Texfeo.
MAN BARGAIN
STORE, at J15 South Co. Ptore. Reward- - Hicks, J.
will
for
the
rust,second-han- pay
highest prices
WAMh.il To communicate with emhand-baLOST
Leathur
containing valployed wosian whose company at nlcrht your
clothing, shoes and
uable papers
and receipt, hetween
furniture.
Phone 858.
would partly compensate for room rent
TIJerns and Central. Phone 629-Address
large front room, downstairs.
fttiU CLEANERS
PARTY who got wrong overcoat and hat
E., cara Journal; no sick.
9ll3 Hugs Cleaned, 12.00.
armory Saturday night, will please
MATTRESSES
lemvsted. 13.10 and BP. eeat Mr.
Mule and Feninlp.
Love, at armory, Tuesday mornfurniture
and
rvtn
YOUNG men, women, over 17, desiring rtedrilng Co.,repaired 471. packed.
ing. 8 to 11.
phone
LOST On road between Dalies and Albugovernment positions, 1130 monthly,
DOKAK FINISHING It Is
write for trie list of positions now open DETTEIt
querque, or In Belen, brown leather
better. Return postage paid on mall
H. Terry, (former Civil Service examln,
with about forty dollars In
orders.
The Barnum Studio, 219li West pocketbook
er), 28 Continental Bldg., Washington
Santa Fe pay check for $44,
currency.
Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
D. C.
two small gold pieces, hank book and
WANTED $300.00 from suitable person bill of sale for auto, card passes and O.
DUys furniture and one year a lease on R. T, cards; finder will be liberally re9 rooms,
bath and
aieeplng porch; warded. Address Box 75, Los Lunas, N,
WANTED Washing and ironing to lake cioso in; rent K5 pt.--largemonth,
M.
bee own
home.
1308 South Walter.
er, 3 IB Snuth Third at.
WANTED
Position as salesman; experi- CLEANING PAPEtt mid kaUumine. WaxPAINTING
PAPERING
enced
AddressB. N care Journal.
ing floors, house and window cleaning, WHEN
considering painting, paperhang-ln- g
ITAVK your laundry done rIrhTby Ml si and all kinds of repair work; work
or kalsomlntng, call 234, or call af
John Qoodsnn. phone 6.14-Eden; can give best of references. Call
207 East Central, for Hanson A Powers,
1582-WANTKD
Careful Kodak finishing. first-claand paperhangers;
Twice daily service. Remember, satis-- 1 we guaranteepainters
WANTED
Position aa truck driver; can
all our work; no Job too
Send your finishing big o? too small.
repair same, or any kind of car. C. J., faction guaranteed.
care Journal.
to a reliable, established firm.
Hanna
TIME CARDS
EXPERIENCED tree pruner wants work, & Hanna. Master Photographers.
will pro out of city, tikes, 130X Marble, FURNITURE REPAIRED and upholstered ; cushions made; cars upholstered;
phone H23-J- ,
WANTED Odd jobs, carpenter
work, bedsteads and picture frames bronzed
Also agency
house cleaning, lawn making, etc. 201 and enameled: chairs wlrf-dfor "Speedoline.'
J. H. Austin, 814
East Lewis, phone 604-North Twelfth; residence phone 2368-o
WANTED Position as housekeeper
will take care of convalescent.
Mrs.
FOR SALE Ranches
M. E. MrMUlan.
Blttner Hotel.
WESTBOUND Dally.
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPET. CLOSE and fruit tiALK fc'oriy-noi- e
alfalfa rancn. fraln.
Arrive.
Depart.
four mil s from city. Inquire 400 West No. 1 The Scout.... T:30 pm 1:30 pm
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
keep Books.
Gold.
Mum J Mellnt building.
Phone 701-No. I Calif. Llmlted.lu:30 am 11:00 am
HAI.E Nine-acr- e
ranch one and No. 7 Fargo Fast.. 10:50 am Hr20 am
NlKtSE wants position, nursing and keep-tri- g FOR
ono-numiles west of Uarelas bridge, No, I The Navajo.. 12:35 am 1:00 am
house for Invalid of healthseeker;
two years' experience In hospital. Phone on main ditch; new adobe Vmse and
SOUTHBOUND.
h
131P-Kara go;
10:10 pm
mile from school Na S9 El Paso Exp
Phone 2404-J11:30 am
No, 47 El Paso Exp
WOMAN, with sick husband, wishes
EA8TBOUND.
as housekeeper; willing to ren- FOR BALE Country home, stucco house,
seven rooms, steam heated, electric No. I Th. Navajo.. 3:10 pm 1:40 pm
der services In return for a good home
e
Phone 1428-ranch; In alfalfa and No. 4 Calif. Limited, 6.00 pm 1:40 pm
lights; on
F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 1:10 pm
LADY EXPERIENCED, desires position orchard.2407-R- Adsreas Postofflce bos 277, or No.
7:60 am
No. 10 The Scout.... 7:20 a
as
or dentist assistant; would phone
SOUTH.
consider other clerical work. Address FOR BALE Four-acr- e
ranch, two mller No, Jt From FROM
4:35
El
Paso
pm
Box 7S. care Journal.
from postofflce, on main ditch;
chicken
houses, t'u's, No. 30 From EI Paso 7:00 amwith No. II
WANTED Position as blacksmlth.gon-ern- l house, garage,
No. 10 ennnecta at Telen
also fursteam shovel preferred.
Address blooded chickens and turkeys;
241B-Jfor Clovls, Feces Valley. Kana- - City and
terms
niture:
Phone
Blacksmith, Albuquerque,, N. M., New
O
Coast
state Hotel, care Wm. Lee.
FOR SALE Flve-ucr- e
ranch, one mile
No. 19 connect, at Heljn with No. 11
west of Ha reins bridge, on main ditch;
WANTED
Position Uy
experienced
from Clovls and points east and south
tetno
and
Bpanish-speaktn- g
alfalfa,
fruit,
berries;
grapes
merchandise salesman
with department store experience. Ad- ter land In the valley. Phone 3411-Ror write A. H. Sherer, general delivery,
dress C. I.. K., care Journsl.
city.
WANTED
Position as cook or houseor house
keeper for convalescent
mother for number of young men or
girls. Address Middle Age, care Journal.
WANTED Position, by marrlod man, !
years old, good bookkeeper, can
Burroughs posting machine, write
mercantile ahow cards, use typewriter, ,
good salesman.
Willing to kcD to, ki
and rrelp clerk when not busy witn br.oks.
Seven-rooLiving salary. Addresa P. O, Box 26,
dwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern la
Southland, Texas.
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet

WANTEDro.ition

At a bargain, five second-- I
tables and one billiard table,
ss condition; also one twelve-fountaiA- -l
foot HJ'.l
condition. In
0 West Silver.
qi!-- 0
m
At Belen, one blook city
'.J
y
" on Main street, one
PERSONAL
hrck 'l;u! lng, atore, rooming house, gar
BARBER For private homes. Ph. 1421-several
and
warehouse
,srge
ii
inees buildings. Mrs. Hortenae WANTED Private pupils": teacher expe'. O. Box, 170. Belen, N. M.
rienced and specially trained for
grades. 219 North Hlgh
PAINTING
YOUNO MAN, driving to El Paso, about
&Xco7udderJ
V
:
January 8, will take one passenger,
7 '?-estimates furnished free: all lady or gentleman: references. Address
3oz 100, cara Journal.
ran teed; no job. too large.
.
li;

BERTSPANN

front

Furnnce-fteated
ItlONT
ruom with garage If desired.

Central.
FOR liR.NT Itoiurt and sleeping porch
with board. Ifli Stanford, Unlve.-eitHolishu.
FUR
Lurire furnished room with
table board; rates for two people, ill
Booth Fourlh.
FOR RENT (Jlaaaed-lsleeping porch
for gentleman with best ( board. 71S
South
alter. Phono 15SH-M- .
J A M KKOS'S k'ANCI IIdeal location for
few
heulthseekera;
reservations now
available.
Phone lll.'.IS-F 11 RENT Room ana sleeolna unrch.
vlth board for convalescents ; gentle- menjinly; private home. rhoneJ148-W- .
lOll RENT Nice rooms wlthsleeDln
porches, with board, for convalescents.
M.e. Heed, 612 South ilroadway. Dhons

WANTED- - Cook. 809 West Copper.
WAXTEU- - Experienced collar girl. Ex'
oelslor Lstindry.
Girl for general housework.
WANTKI)
Call 1123 North Seventh.
WANTKD
Experienced salesladies. Ap-

JHE0, FANNING

68

t6.

Frontage

Will

Be Sold at a Sacrifice.

Easy

P.F.
Ground

Floor

Cromwell

Building.

Terms.

mnuin UIW."

I

Here We Are

nr

Ly ric HEATER

HOUSE FOR NEW

YEAR'S POPULAR

And Heady to 60

The New Tear's open house held
last night by the Y. M. C A. was
very well attended, and tho varied
of athletic events and muprog-asic proved most interesting.
Several hundred people were
aquatic and gymspectators of the which
were pernasium events,
formed by members of the Y. M. in
In
tho
gymnasium.
the pool and
The program Included musical
numbers by choruses, soloists and
orchestras. Mrs. Lewlfl B. Thompson and Miss Helen Gurule were
accompanists.
Tho athletic events consisted of
leaders' pyramids, Juniors' pyraintermids. Junior diving.
Junior swim,
mediate swim.
swim.
midgets'
breast stroke, intermediates' divmen's
and
stroke,
back
ing.
Tho lobby nnd gymnasium were
dispecially decorated under the An
rection of Mrs. K. J. Strong.
exhibit of calendars from firms of
local business men mado an interesting feature.
Punch was served throughout
the affair.

We give
We lime the poods, nought, riclit. priced rlchl.
good service mid it's Vol 1! 111 SIM. SS VK AltE AFTER.
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HOMER H. WARD

STORE.

Phones

315 Marble Avenue.

YOU

DID

Tlint

Good

n

Wns

Tliere

CASH AND CARRY GROCERY AT
508 WEST CENTRAL AVE.
Next door to Mike Nash's Electrical Store, nnd llmt
IT'S A WOTTKli STOKE TO HAY Til AN EVER

LET'S GO

Pj3T!E
WILLIAM

THE L!!l

story of n desperate struggle for possession of
a valuable railroad
VSCATi ADDED ATTll ACTIONS
ALSO
right-of-wa-

LOCAL ITEMS

y

1T.KI.S

ADMISSION

REGILAR

o

l;

foal

and

Sunnlv Co. Phcr:
John S. Spears, coal mines 1"- spector for tho const lines cf the
Santa Fe, with headquarters ia
Gallup, Is in the city on business.
Mr. Spears will probably return to
Gallup today,
There will bo a meeting of the
National Disabled Soldiers' league
at the dance, hall over 117 South
First street Tuesday evening. Ah
disabled men are requested to be
present. The election o officers
will take place.
The Missionary society of the
Central Avenue Methodist church
will be held this afternoen at 2:34!
o'clock at the church.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company,

phone

91.

Miss Dorothy Irish, who spent the

holidays here with her mother,
Mrs. E. E. Irish, has returned to
she is attending
Denver, where

school.
b
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth C.
will leave today for JUiidoso,
N. M., to spend two weeks with
Mrs. Palcomb's mother.
Tho Presbyterian Christian Endeavor society will bold u regular
somonthly business meetinu and this
cial in the church
parlors
evening at 7:45 o'clock.
Mr. Florsheim, a merchant of
Springer, N. M., is here on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Burnett, of
Albuquerque, are stopping at the
Alexandria hotel in Los Angeles.
They entertained at the New Vein's
eve party at the hotel.
Roy H. Summers and family left
home
yesterday morning for their
in El Paso, after spending the holidays with relatives here.
The American Legion auxiliary
will meet this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the armory .
Triple Link Hebekah lodge, No.
10, will meet tonight at 7:30 o'clock
at the Odd Fellows hall for installation of officers.
I. Lloyd Ilibber, cadet corporal
from the New Mexico Military institute at Koswell, who has been
the holiday guest of Louis Conell
and Paul G. Horgan, returned to
the Institute last night. left yesV. I. Sanchez, taxi man,
with Tony
terday for Santaof Fe,
that city. Mr.
Ortiz and party
Sanchez will return from Santa
Fe today.
The regular meeting of the C.
V. P. club, scheduled to be held
tonight, has been postponed until
Tuesday night of next6 week.hold a
will
Temple Lodge No.
tomorrow
special communication
afternoon at 2 o'clock in the Mathe
purpose of
sonic temple for
conducting funeral services for the
late Allen B. Waters. The iunera!
will be held at Strong Brothers'
chapel, and burial will be in Fnlr-viecemetery.
There will be a regular meeting
of the Woman's Benefit Association of the Maccabees at 2:30 this
afternoon, at the I. O. O. F. hall.
Bal-eom-

Initiation.

If You Don't! Come and Investigate
Him for Your Own Satisfaction!

e,

Jesse L Lasky fnsenu

Ethel Clayton
William D Taylor's production

m

ALENDALE
Will Appear Twice Tonight in Addition to the Regular Picture Prog rams

Jlnd yet they say- -
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picture
"Bringing Vp Father In Walls
Street" Is the title of this season
brand new musical comedy based
HELP!
on the famous cartoons of George
McManus. which will be peen at
tho Crystal opera house, Thursday, January 5.
r
mlrtn,
This rare combination of ensemever starred and scored in
melody, pretty girls, smart
A Bayard Veiller Production
bles, stunning costumes and catchy
from its
song hits, conies direct Manhattan
the
at
brilliant success
the
opera house, New York, andPhilaAdapted by Mary O'llara
Story by Frank R. Adams
Metropolitan opera house,
opera.
delphia, the homes of grand
NO ADVANCE IN PRICE OF ADMISSION
York
Jlggs nnd Maggie kept New
of
and Philadelphia in the throes nil
mmiii.i
laughter for many weeks. From Is
u,miu.iiij.iwui"""
accounts, this season's offering
"Father'
of
tho
by far the best
It
heretofore.
offered
series
PRAGER WINS STATE
serves to humorously recount the RAINS IN MOUNTAINS
JiK'-'s
adventures of
NATIONAL TROPHY IN
TO
CREEK
CAVE
CAUSE
"1
had
many
have
in Wall street.
exthe
moments
following
GOLF FINALS AT CLUB Expert Watch Making, Enhappy
BREAKTHROUGH CANAL
periences of Mr. Jlggs in that clever
graving, Jewelry Repairing
and amusing comedy, 'Bringing l'P
The finals in the golf tournament
(Hy The Associated l'rcss.)
the
Opposite Fostofflee.
Father,' said Charlie Chaplin,
Con2.
National
bank
for
State
the
trophyn Phone 1103-123 S. Fourth
Phoenix, Ariz., Jan.
famous moving picture star.
ufter-noowere
which
Uiadaliaw
played
yesterday
tinued ruins i" the
on
club
the
links
by
.
caused
Country
l'lioemx
ef
north
mountains
Hiram Herken- creek to break through the Arthur Prager and
'ae
!
,,,
northern nott resulted in mo capture oi mo
..:....,,..
the
' Machine,
ny rrager, a up ana l to go.
boundary of tho Salt river valley cup
tonight. Pr.'igcr will hold the cup during
i.,,,,i,. district. Hiramcreek
192
now
Jesse L. Lasky h'loud waters from the
After the tournament, from 3:30
'IV
was held In
Fannie S. Spitz. Tel S02, 323 N.
cu.iui remaining, Re until 7:31, a
Tenth St. Send for mall order list
the lloo and Phoenix. The the club house. It was well
duction. "Beyond." a Paramount tween
uvo
Burton wilier now is within about
picture; also presenting
miles ef the city.
Holmes' "Travelogue," and "CurRiver
of
Valley
Salt
the
uificials
293 TAXI PHONE 293
rent Events" pictures.
fcaid thai
H
THE
EVENT OI te'THE
a Metro Water L'sers' association
way
banks
l.yrlc Theater Showing
gave
canal
Arizona
tho
C. II. CONNEU, m. n. D, O.
classic, "Th re Are No Villains," tonight at the same point where an
Snceialist.
with Viola Dana as the star; story eighty-foo- t
break occurred during Stern Osteopathic
2033-Uldg. Tel. 701-The
by Frank 11. Adams, adapted by a Hood a week ago tonight.
1c
$1.00
there
connection
In
O'llara.
did not get
Mary
week
a
ago
Hood
of
'will be "Spirits," by Alendalc.
Sale Begins
We
deliver
size
but
any
of the Grand canal,
any
south
Fox
TODAY
iniini.. Theiiler William
,,rfir'inlu siiid at least twice where. Henry Transfer Con
presents Maurice Fl.vnn
as much water was in the , flood
939.
Phone
Line,"
the
f
R
week
1U
f
,w.
,nn,i
Bucking
picture; also the usual Interesting ago. It still is storming in the
added attractions.
Dradshaw mountains custrici..
J. W. BRASFIELD
Water users- nssoeMtion officials
FOR
and Jewelry repaired.
Wishes General Housework
that last week's break had Watch, clock SwiS3
16 ARE ARRESTED
Dili inae American,
and English
Can Cook Address
been
repaired
temporarily
OF
ALLEGED VIOLATION
makes.
the banks were unable to withtowater
917-- J
the
of
S.
First
Phone
117
the
stand
pressure
LAW
STATE AUTOMOBILE
the
night. They said that all of
canals in tho path of the
system's
arrested
by fiood had been drained In an efSixteen persons were
Harold Holcomb fort to divert the water before it
Deputy Sheriff
Sundav, on the North Fourth street
the reached Phoenix.Cave creek flooded
road, charged v.tlli vh lating
August
17
l'ifteen theLast
law.
tnte automobile
western portion of Phoenix, Infailed to slow down to fifteen miles cluding the state capitol, and did
Finest rooms In the state-st- eam
an hour when meeting aiitomonueH many thousands of dollars of dam
hot and cold
heat,
and one passed a wagon wnen i"e age.
water
all outside rooms.
road was not clear for fifty yards
Weekly rates, with or withahead, according to tho deputy.
out private bath, $4 to $10 week
appear before COUNTY ENGINEER IS
They were cited to D.
at
Montoya
JOHNSON COAL CO.
Transient rate $1.50 single;
Justice of the Peace
FOUND DEAD IN REAR
2 o'clock this afternoon.
.$2.00 double.
Coal and Wood.
A large sign giving the main
With bath $2.50 single ami
SEAT OF AUTOMOBILE;
Gallup Lump $11.50 a Ton
law
points in the Htate automobile
double $3.00.
of
90O
end
each
NORTH
STREET
FIRST
fit
has been placed
(By The Aorl(fd Pres.)
Phono 388-the Nortn Pourth street paving,
Pbooniv Ariz.. Jan. 2. Harry E.
and there is no excuse for travelers
Mari-of
j
the
engineer
law, Vernon, county
pleading "ignorance of
copa county and a nromer uiMarl-- 1
authorities stated last night.
Guaranteed
F. Vernon, chairman of the
copa county board of supervisors.;
ASK THAT COAlImTnE
was found dead on the rear seat of
his automobile on a road four miles
REGIONS BE INCLUDED
east of Phoenix today. It Is be- COn" con
flCH
IN RETAIL PRICE QUIZ lleved that he died from an attack
.
Swastika Lump
of acute indigestion.
'
Mr. Vernon had been making a!
(By The Aanoclatrd I'rrn.)
10
Gallup Stove
in
done
Jan. 2. Attorney tour of road work being
Washington,
He
was
apparently
requested the county today.
General Daugherty
had stopped his automobile and
today by the United Mine Workers
ef America to include the coal climbed into the rear seat when he
in
the govern- first became ill.
COAL $11.00 PER TON
mining regions
NEW STATE COAL CO.
ment's inquiry into retail prices es-of
Gallu p Lump
food, clothing, fuel and other
Phone 35
LYNCH
JACK
SERGEANT
sential commodities.
The request was made by Ellis
OUT TANNtn
KNOCKS
Vnlted Mine
Searles, editor of the
Workers' Journal. In a letter to Mr
Phone 371 324 S. Second
(By Tbe Annoclated
Ariz.
Jan. 2. Ser
Paugherty Inwerewhich he declared
to
pay
compelled
that miners
geant Jack Lynch of Whipple Bill
knocked out
prices for food and other necessities "high above prices at which
Tanner of Phoenix, in the second
the same commodities were sold to round of a scheduled ten ruunn
40c
the people who had the advantage bout here today. Lynch knocked
with us to
to
of dealing witn cuiiipruiig uonrm.
for People for enroll
arc
Tanner down in the first rounddown
that
positions
qualify
Free Call nnd Delivery
a count of nine and put him
always ready for thoroughly
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
twice In the second round for sim
trained
persons.
127.
ilar periods of time before ne sucDOINGS
Winter Term Now Starting
ceeded In administering the knock ami
Evening.
middleDay
men
are
out blow. Both
Four different parties dropped weights.
ALmorFRorE
'
into the office of Leverett Zapf &
RISIXESS COLLEGE.
218 South Second.
Co. yesterday, although It was a GARRISONS STRENGTHENED.
B27J
Phono
hoiidnv, and each purchased a lot
2. (By the Asso
Jan.
Santiago.
on the Heights with a view of buildciated Press.) The frontier garforces in Ma- of Chilean
ing a home.
risons .......
i
and
birr
Tim t,pw
tiiimn
........ tlpntrth.
hair, ttnnn
geimii
iciuiuij
the
will
drive
which
power motor
ened as the result of reports that.',!
AT LAST nAGAN COAIi
water direct from tho city mains 300 nanoitfl irom Arncnuiw, "n
to tho concrete reservoir on the with machine guns were traveling
On account ot not having our
top of the hill east of the Heights
in sixty automobiles toward the
retail yard in readiness, it will
arrived yesterday and will be In- border. The bandits ar said to be
be necessary to sell our coal distalled Immediately.
the countryside as tney
plundering
.
am
7:45
Leaves
rect from mines to consumer,
Albuquerque. .
Onifo n few on tho Helchts kept advance,
;
am
.10:45
in
Fe.
Santa
Arrlvese
temporarily.
open bouse to their many friends
4:00 pm
Leaves Santa Fe
wool
on New Year s any.
Jumpers made of woven
in Albuquerque 7:80 pm
Three Ton. Lots Lump Conl,
Arrives
worn
were
front
the
laced
up
and
centuries
women
600
many
some
T.APTAIN OF INFANTRY
by
Delivered $11.00 per ton.
ago. '
IS STABBED TO DEATH
IIAGAN COAL MINES

FOGG,

The Jeweler
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ATTRACTIONS

"HOLMES' TRAVELOGUE"
"CURRENT
REGULAR

EVENTS"
PRICES

,
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H
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Theaters Today
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O
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Payments
No Interest Charged.

Tln-Me-
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Roth man's

j

If You Do! Come and Hear Alen-dalthe Man Who Communicates
With the Spirits!

g

C

I'usv

DO YOU BELIEVE IN SPIRITS?

TALK?

,.,,

I!
4

DO SPIRITS

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

OLA DANA

MAURICE FLYHH

Thrilling

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

.
JIGGS AND MAGGIE'S
SUCCESS
STAGE
LATEST
AT CRYSTAL THURSDAY

TDAY

FOX Presents

"BUCKIKG

UJWUIIIM)IWWU

11. C. ft, OPEN

1922

ill

WARD'S

January 3, 1922.
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HOWDEN TO SPEAK
AT NEXT ASSEMBLY
The lit. Bev. Bishop Frederick B.
be
Howden will
the principal
speaker at the first of the university assemblies after tho holidays,
at 11 o'clock next Friday morning.
In addition to the address by
Bishop Howden, tho department
of music will provide n short proThe
gram of musical selections.
assembly will be open to tho pu
AND

Funeral services for
WATERS
will be held at
B. Waters
Strong Brothers' chapel Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, Itcv. F.
E. McCuire of the Methodist church
officiating at the chapel and TemA. M.,
ple Lodge, No. 6. A. F.
holding the Masonic service at the
Interment will lie in the
(rrnvn
Masonic plot in Falrview cemetery.
Allen

McLELLAN Glenn Eddy Mc- Lellan. 2S, died at his rooms on
Central avenue Sunday after
noon. The body was snipped lasi
fornight on train number 4 to his
mer home In Utl'orte, Ind., accompanied by his sister, Edith McLel-of
lan who was here at the time
was
his death. C. T. French
charge of arrangements.
t

111

APPROACH TO BARELAS
NELSON. The funeral services
BRIDGE TO BE FIXED for Beatrice Nelson were held at
2:30 o'clock
yesterday afternoon
BY VOLUNTEERS TODAY from French's chapel. Rev. F. E.

MeGuire officiating. The pallbearers were F. 10. Mayhew, J. H. HenVolunteers living near the
bridge will repair the ap- ri ron, W. J. Herle, William WilcoX.
end today, ac- burial was in Falrview cemetery.
proach at the west
EOGEUS The funeral of Mrs.
of
cording to the announcement
members of a special committee.
People living near the bridge are Rose M. lingers, who died last Sun
asked to haul loads of coarse grav- day morning, will "e neni in s
afternoon at 2 ociock ni me
el to the approach today.
A number of residents west of lott funeral chapel. Burial will be
a
in Fairview cemetery.
the bridge volunteered to do
day's work apiece if the approach
could be fixed. Messrs.
Young.
PEUEA The funeral of 8. A.
afternoon
Fergusson, La Font, Frank Hub- - I'erea, who died Sunday
bell, Jr. and others offered their at his residence on North Arno
at
morning
this
held
be
services.
street, will
.
"The people have thp use of a S o'clock at the family residence.
cemebridge now," said Mr. Young, I'.urial will be In San Carlos
I "and
is
the work
exactly tery. Crollutt will have charge.
what the state agreed. It Is now
.
.T
rt.
t' ye inu.
iin fimnrnl rf - M.
, up to the contractor to finish the
repairs on the old structure befor.in Cordova, who died Sunday morning
was held yesterday aiiernuon m .
high water. At present he has
the Crollott funeral
very small crew, but we are hope- o'clock from
ful that he will put on more men chapel. Burial was in ban Jose
cemetery.
and finish the Job,"
niui f,..,nb i;nol. three-yeaRESUME INSTRUCTION
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kael,
u
HI
afternoon
AT THE UNIVERSITY iliel yesterday
o'clock nt their residence, 707 .South
Third street, after a short illness.
Instruction will be resumed In The body was taken to the cronoii
nil departments of the state uni- funeral parlors. The funeral will
versity this morning, beginning8 bo private. Mrs. Kael Is the
with the regular classes nt
dauohter rf J. 11. Sanchez, probate
o'clock.
of this county.
The extension courses, which Judge
meet regularly Saturday mornings, BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
will resume their meetings at the
3194 South First Phone S21-regular hour next Saturday.
Ba-rel-

eouu'i
..-..--

r-

':t

ml

'liitiiirn

American Girl

'

P. R. care Journal.

TAXI
Call or Phone
Prompt Service
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w COAL

Sale

ry

at

PRICES 85c, $1.00, $1.65
Seats on Sale at Matson's Now
New Series of the Geo. H. McManus Cartoons
THE IjACGH SHOW OF THE WORLD
See Jlggs Lose Maggie lit Wall,, Street
It's a Scream.

a. m.

GUYS TRANSFER

Pr.)

WANTED

SHOE REPAIRING
Ladies' Rubber
Heek,

Phone
Rightway Shoe Shop

i

11

jf

I

f

BDIKGIRG UP FATHER
IN WALL STREET
See

the Millionaire

Chorus

Service and quality in Coal, Wood, Lumber
and Building Materials.

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.
4 Phones 5
Let Our

Trucks Glvo Ton Service

Of

.

$11.50

cntt

ONE NIGHT

ELMS HOTEL IHMBnHHMHSHHMHfllpHMHH

UNITED STORES

Pre-Invento-

Thursday, January 5

OPERA HOUSE

,

Starts TODAY

FUNERALS

CRYSTAL

NEW YEAR?
TO

-

Y

The annual changing of officers
nf thp .'i w !':' fin iv Inkp ulnce
today when that organization holds
Its monthly luncheon and meeting
in the Y. M. C. A. at noon.
II. B.
Jamison, the new president, will
preside.
A paper is to be read by Neill B.
Field, discussing the constitutional
nrovision of a eertMn article of the
constitution of New Mexico.

DEATHS

..TXTX
filing!

LAWYERS' CLUB MEETS

-

Shelled Pinon Nuts

ui-i-

I

i'i(ittViiiMiiiiiitiiitiiiru-iii-iii-----

tea-dan-

la-r-

J,

Music and Jewelry Store

t'j ''faiSrir'jrmr

STAGE

NOTICE

TO

THE

,

TRADE

On and After This Date Coca-Col- a
and all Bottled Soft Drinks Will Be
Sold on Cash Basis.
We wish you to know-tha- t
we thoroughly
appreciate the business you have given us and
that we hope to deserve your continued confidence and patronage.
Coca-Col- a

Bottling Company.
Coyote Springs Mineral Water Co.
January 3, 1922.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Phone

F.l.ECTKIC SHOW SHOP
SIS Smith Second.
Frr Call and lllvry.

CITY

(

(liy The AtiMM'lutfd

Pbone

1'rcHH.)

Four dead and
Honolulu. .Tan.
eighteen injured was the toll of
Monoluln'R new year celebration.
Among the dead is Captain Victor
InSchiller, of the Twenty-seventfantry, stabbed to death at the
new
height of the
year's eve. Ills home was in Den
troit, Mich. Private Gilbert
was arrested and the police
say, confessed tho killing.
2.

6(17--

TAXI
SINGER
Cigar Store,
Office
Singer
210 Went Central

Phone

020

g

SplU-ma-

WALKER KNOCKED OUT.,
New York, Jan. 2. Joe Lynch,
former bantamweight champion,
knocked out Al Walker, San Francisco, in the first round of their
fight today. A terrific right-han- d
blow to the chin floored Walker
ii hfing. lwe
weighed 123 pounds and Lynch 118.

ISrVf

wS

78
PHONE
116 West Sliver
C. A. HOUGES, Prop.

Coal! Goal! Coal!
Good, Clean Gallup Lump Coal
$11.00 Per Tony(
AIiBlTQTJEIlQlJE TRANSFER
Phone 542, 401 North First St.
I

Malone Taxi & Transfer 158

h

merry-makin-

Brown's Transfer
and Storage

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 423 North First.

Begins

TODAY
Sale-

MILK!

We are now prepared to deliver

Fresh Pure Milk and Cream
To all parts of the city.

at 10 a. m.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

BEZEMEK'S

UNITED STORES
ry

MILK!

-

Phone 1046

DAIRY
1902 North Fourth St.

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
Price, $11.25 Per Ten
Least Expensive.

Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
.
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal
-

IIAIII1 COAL CO.
PHONE 91.

v

